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The Thai Script
Consonants

กขฃคฅฆงจฉชซฌญฎฏฐฑ
ฒณดตถทธนบปผฝพฟภม
ยรลวศษสหฬอฮ
Vowels

-ะ -ัั -า -ำ�� -ๅ -ิิ -ีี -ึึ -ืื -ํํ -ุุ -ูู -ฺฺ เ- แไ- ใ- ฤ ฤๅ ฦ ฦๅ

Tone Markers & Diacritics

- ็็ -่่ -้้ -๊๊ -๋๋ -์์

Numerals

๐๑๒๓๔๕๖๗๘๙

Sample text in Thai Loop

วิิชาเหมืือนสิินค้้า อัันมีีค่่าอยู่่�เมืืองไกล
ต้้องยากลำำ�บากไป จึึงจะได้้สิินค้้ามา
จงตั้้�งเอากายเจ้้า เป็็นสำำ�เภาอัันโสภา
ความเพีียรเป็็นโยธา แขนซ้้ายขวา
เป็็นเสาใบ
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T

his is the script for writing the official language of Thailand,
as well as dialects of several regional ethnicities within the
country. There are also scripts in use with a number of minor
ethnic groups scattered around the country. For the purpose of this
dissertation, only the official or Standard Thai script shall be discussed. All references or definitions pertaining to type design in this
article shall be limited to the standard Thai script, whose glyphs are
shown the opposite.

The Thai Writing System

The Thai writing system is composed of 44 consonants, some 20
vowels, a small number of tone marks, and the numerals. All characters have the same case height, there being no capital or lower cases.
Writing and reading is from left to right. Vowel characters are placed
before or after a consonant character, as well as below or above it, on
the baseline. The system is syllable-based with each syllable being
formed by combining a consonant sound with a vowel, and may or
may not include an ending consonant. Given that the language is
tonal, a tone mark is required in order to indicate the rising or falling
pitch of a syllable. Words formed from syllables are generally placed
on a line without spaces between them. Spaces serve to indicate the
end of a sentence, or a pause within a long sentence. A small number
of punctuation marks — these are borrowed from European scripts
— are sometimes employed.

S Black = Consonant, Blue = Vowel, Red = Tone mark. Type in use: DB PongMai X
U Thai Medium 621. Image: Specimen Book Of Monotype Non-Latin (Special thanks to Emilios
Theofanous)
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Historical
Development of
the Thai Script

Practically all scripts of the nations in Southeast Asia are descendants of a South India writing system called the Brahmī alphabet. The
Khmer, being among the oldest civilization in Southeast Asia, was
the first people to have evolved their script from an ancient Brahmi-based writing system called the Grantha script.
After having successfully established their first settlement at the
city of Sukhothai, the Thai people began to develop their own writing
system. Naturally, the early Thai script borrowed heavily from the
Khmer system which was the region’s dominant script at the time.
Even after some seven centuries of separate development and
change, many similarities in the present scripts of Thailand and Cambodia are still quite apparent. Similarities can be readily seen; from
the appearances of the glyphs, the sounds they represent, and their
orthographies right through to the shapes of the numerals. It should
be noted that such similarities also extend to the Laotian script, due
to its being a close relative of Thai and Khmer scripts.
S Inscription in Brahmi on the pillar of Sarnath. Image: wikimedia
V Evolution of Southeast Asian scripts. Image: http://www.cs.colostate.edu/~malaiya/images/
south1.gif
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An important archaeological evidence of the invention of the
standard Thai script was found in a stone artifact called the Ramkhamhaeng Pillar. Inscriptions on its stone faces depict the glyphs and
orthography of the early Thai writing system as they relate the liveli-

Khmer

Thai

Lao

កខគឃងច
ก ข ค ฆ ง จ
ກ ຂ ຄ - ງ ຈ
[k]

[kh]

[g]

[gha]

[ng]

[c]

hood of the people in the city of Sukhothai and the benevolent governance of King Ramkhamhaeng, the inventor of the script. In recent
decades, the pillar has become the subject of some academic debate
as to its authenticity relating to its creation date as well as a number
of suspicious glyphs employed in the inscriptions. Nonetheless, in
2003 the pillar was registered by UNESCO as a World Heritage Relic.
The Ramkhamhaeng Pillar is the only engraved stone relic found that
displays the supposedly authentic version of early Siamese script. The
script is not found on the number of other stone pillars or tablets
that show ancient scripts of the Southeast Asian region, such as old
Khmer writings and northern Thai (South of China) scripts. Written
artifacts of other forms in Thailand over the past two or three centuries were largely made of flat materials such as folded pads made
of fibrous paper (the so-called Samut Thai), or dried palm fronds.
On these supports text was inscribed using a sharp metal stylus. The
Thai glyphs found on these materials are alphabets of more recent
centuries.

S Khmer, Thai and Lao scripts alphabetically. Font in use : Noto Serif Khmer, Thai and Lao
U Ram Khamhaeng Inscription, the oldest inscription using proto-Thai script allegedly created in 1835 BE (1292/93 CE), Bangkok National Museum. Image: Iudexvivorum
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Arrival of Western-styled Paper

There is no definitive evidence as to era the Western-styled paper
was introduced to Siam; but it is assumed to be within the Ayudhaya
period (13th to 18th Centuries). Paper was most likely already in
limited use during the period of King Narai, a monarch who reigned
from 1650s to 1680s since some journals of a Siamese diplomatic delegation to the court of France’s Loius XIV have been found written in
Thai script. The Thai word for “paper” is pronounced “kradas”, which
is thought to have been derived from “cartas” a Portuguese word for
paper.
The Western-styled paper gained more widespread use in the
early decades of the Bangkok period (around 1780s). Together with
imports of paper, other writing implements, such as pencil, and
varieties of the dip pen, were introduced to Siam. Availability of these
implements gave rise to the creation of new writing features in the
Thai script. The dip pen facilitated the making of contrast, or thick
and thin lines, in the letterforms; while the broad nibs made it possible to create heavy strokes for visual emphasis. Such new features
were keenly adopted by scholars and official scribes and paved the
way for the creation of a style of cursive letterforms that came to be
called “Arluck.”
Notes:
Samut Thai denotes a category of long rectangular writing
pads made by folding a wide piece of paper into a concertina.
The dimensions of the folded pads vary with purposes of use.
The sheets are invariably colored black or white, while the ink
used for writing was made from tree barks or other natural
pigments.
Palm-frond pads were another type of writing support which
was traditionally used for the production of sacred religious
manuscripts. Text was produced on the surface of the dried
fronds using a metal stylus to engrave grooves thereon, and
a mixture of black soot rubbed upon them for the soot to
blacken the grooves thus showing up the written letters.

U A sample handwritten page from a trade treaty between Siam and France during the reign
of King Narai made in AD 1687 by a French diplomatic delegation and Siamese court officials.
The treaty was to grant the French a range of special trade and taxation privileges. The
12-page document was written in old Ayudhya script on white cardboard. It was found at a
library in Paris in 1884 by a Siamese scholar. Image: https://db.sac.or.th/inscriptions/inscribe/
detail/1204
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Letterforms of
the Thai Script
Based on the appearance of written shapes, contemporary Thai
letterforms can be categorized into two broad groups, namely the
Round and Angular structures. Letters in the Angular category contain strokes with sharp, abrupt turns especially on the canopies and
transition points near the baseline. Letters in the Round category
have strokes that exhibit gentle curves where the direction of writing
changes. Each glyph would thus have an overall roundish appearance.

Seven popular patterns of Thai handwritten script

Thai handwritten scripts over the past two hundred years have been
found to assume any one of the seven major patterns as listed below:
1. Khun Samrit Wannakarn
2. Arluck
3. Phya Phadung
4. Thung Maha Mek School
5. Sai Namphueng School
6. Education Faculty of Chulalongkorn University
7. Ministry of Education
Of the seven forms cited above, only the Khun Samrit and the Education Ministry patterns feature the Round appearance; while the
other five patterns are Angular. From this finding, it can be concluded
that the Angular type was the preferred letterform in the Thai society
some decades ago.

U From top to bottom, letters in the Angular structure and the Round structure. Font in use:
DB Bradley Angular X, DB Bradley Curved X
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Round Structure
1) Khun Samrit Wannakarn pattern
issued by old Siam’s teaching authorities for training school pupils in
the art of handwriting.
2) Ministry of Education pattern
the modified form of the earlier pattern by the Ministry of Education for similar handwriting training in all government-sponsored
schools.

Angular Structure
3) Arluck
a formal style of handwriting decreed for all governmental uses. The
style features letterforms with slightly cursive strokes and a dignified
look.
4) Phya Phadung pattern
a style contained in a range of reading and writing primers for school
use during the 1930s. It was named after Phya Phadung, the author of
the primers.
5) Thung Maha Mek School pattern
a modification of the Phya Phadung pattern by the headmaster of the
named school, introduced in its writing primers in the 1960s.
6) Sai Nampheung School pattern
further modification of the Phya Phadung pattern by the teaching
staff of the named school, also introduced in its writing primers in
the 1960s.
7) Education Faculty of Chulalongkorn University
another derivation from the Phya Phadung pattern by the faculty’s
primary-education division for use by its teaching staff and students.

U From top to bottom, seven major patterns of Thai handwriting script; as listed with numerals. Image: the author's calligraphy sheet.
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S

pecimens of people’s handwriting over the past 150 years
indicate the gradual changes in the appearance of the script’s
letterforms as well as stroke directions. Such changes have been
brought about by many factors that had a direct bearing on people’s
lifestyle, their sense of aesthetics, needs for faster writing to save time
and effort. While the Angular style was the preferred mode fifty or
sixty years ago, it is now fading out of fashion.

The handwriting of Thai people today has moved towards the
Round letterform which allows facility in making quick connected
strokes, or even fast scribbling that would help the writer to complete
a writing task in less time.

S Random handwriting took from DIY shop signs in the wet market in the author's neighbourhood in Nonthaburi, Thailand. Image: Author
S Handwriting with Ballpoint pen of the author, from the top; Neat Handwriting, Regular
Handwriting and Rush Handwriting. Image: Special thanks to Khachonyot Yaempradit for
conducting this survey during his internship at Cadson Demak in 2017
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This modern preference is reflected in the appearance of the fonts
in popular use today; most are of the Round structure.

In addition to the Round and Angular strokes, a style with thicker
stems — made with a broad-nibbed pen — was also in popular use.
Known as the Prince Naris pattern, this style of handwriting most
likely was influenced by the shapes of the Blackletter in European
scripts. Its thicker letterforms made it suitable for display purposes:
for headlining, titling and on vernacular signs. The style’s popularity
has continued to the present day.

S All Images: Special thanks to Ben Mitchell
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From handwritten
forms came the
early type structuress
A careful examination of Thai typography in its beginnings would
reveal that the letterforms of the early fonts were derived directly
from handwritten styles in existence during the early decades of the
Bangkok period during the 1790s. Examples of these fonts are shown
below:
1828

1834

1839

A Grammar of the Siamese Language
by Captain James Low

Gospel of Luke by Rev. Karl
Fredrich Augustus Gutzlaff

Government announcement
prohibiting opium smoking
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Following the introduction of letterpress printing, a small number of Thai typefaces were developed to meet the demand of the
local printing industry. Naturally, the early type designers had to
use their ingenuity in shaping the characters of whatever font they
desire to fit the physical constraints imposed by manual typesetting and the need to minimise the number of metal slugs required
for a character set. All of this had to be effected without too much
sacrifice in legibility and readability of the printed text. Type design
thus took on a discipline of its own whereby a good designer must
incorporate his knowledge of printing and typesetting techniques,
together with his sense of aesthetics, into his finished designs.
T Comparison of modern Thai glyphs with those of earlier Bangkok period. Table prepared by
Thongchai Likitpornsawan. Image: https://www.silpa-mag.com/history/article_18823

1842

1842

1844

A manual on pregnancy care
published by Dan Beach Bradley

Gospel of John by
Rev.Charles Robinson

The Bangkok Recorder
published by Dan Beach Bradley
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Characteristics
and Classification
of Thai Type
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or many hundreds Thai typefaces in use today, their appearances may be loosely categorized, in terms of the overall structures
of their glyphs, into two groups: the Angular and Round (or
Regular) genres. It should be noted that, unlike the glyphs of many
Latin scripts, Thai typefaces are not defined by any contrast in the
stroke width. This is because the traditional Thai characters had
always been written in even-width strokes; hence the absence of any
thick and thin variation. And again, the traditional glyph structures
of old scripts were invariably monoline and Angular; this was reflected in the early metal type fonts as well. When Dr. Dan Bradley cast
his second batches of Thai metal fonts in 18661, he chose to replace
the angular strokes with the rounded curves he was familiar with
from the Latin scripts. Bradley’s modification thus introduced the
idea of the roundish structure for subsequent glyph designs.
But despite the existence of the two genres of glyph structure,
the distinction between Angular and Round is no longer pertinent
in typical daily use of Thai script. And because of its greater ease in
the manual rendering of text, the Round structure has evolved as the
dominant style today.
One feature which underpins the legibility of many Thai glyphs
has to do with the “terminal loop.” This is a circle that sits at the start
of a vertical stroke. When a character is to be written, the loop is rendered first before the rest of the stroke is put down. The orientation
of this loop relative to its supporting stroke serves an important function: it differentiates between characters of similar glyph outlines, and
absence of the loop can cause visual confusion. Given its importance,
the loop had been faithfully retained in all of the early Thai fonts.
In later decades when faster rendering of text became necessary,
the loop was either truncated or omitted altogether. This style of
rendering was evident with the Naris font which was employed for
making big bold headlines. The modern preference for the crisp clean
lines of sans serif type on the international scene also had a bearing
on design thinking in Thailand. As a result, the design of Thai fonts in
later decades began to shift its emphasis to the creation of “loopless”
fonts for which the loop is either pared down to a tiny nib, or omitted
entirely.
From the developments cited above, contemporary letterform
design is trending towards using the Round structure, either with or
without the terminal loop. Between these two major camps, there are
also letterforms with partial or obscure loops. The scenario is not un-

1. Dan Beach Bradley purchases copyright to Mom Rachothai’s Memoir on a Journey to
London. The book is printed using a new typeface.
U From top left to bottom; With-Loop, Loopless and Naris Thai glyphs. Font in use: Angsana
UPC, Sukhumvit and ABCBurgbarn
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like the design preferences found in Latin typefaces in categories such
as serif, sans serif, semi serif, and so on. In terms of Thai typographic
usage, however, the Loopless faces, with their bolder letterforms,
tend to be cast as headlines; while those with thinner strokes and
loop terminals, as long columns of body text.
A modern feature that was found to be lacking in Thai typography has to do with the capability for weight gradation, or the
thickening or thinning of the letterforms. Up to the end of the 20th
Century, the weight offering of all Thai fonts was limited to Regular
and Bold — the semi-bolds were rarely seen. This issue, however, is
being remedied with the aid of new font design software combined
with a measure of design planning on the part of the type designer.
At present, a growing number of Thai fonts are offered with a wider
range of weights than what was possible some twenty years ago.
In all, the practice of modern Thai typography is facilitated by the
availability of a complete array of typefaces that cover a wide range of
uses. The typographer or graphic designer of today has a good measure of freedom to select whatever fonts to match his needs in terms of
sizes, weights and font hierarchy on a page.

V Mecanorma dry transfer lettering (1980). Image: Unknown
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The Anatomy
of Thai Type
Terminal Loop

Ascender

Terminal
Loop Mid-stroke
Loop

Spur

Beak

Tail Counter

Flag

Stems

Crease
Descender
with Pedestal
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Kink
Canopy

Crown

Crease

Counter Crown
Broken Canopy

Ball Loop
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Classification
of Thai Type
With-Loop
Category

Loopless
Category

Topical
Category

Scripts

Decorative
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Type classification is a relatively new development in Thai typography
circles. There have been several attempts at defining the bulk of available fonts into a comprehensive sorting system based on the period of
their birth, or on the letterform, or on the presence or absence of the
terminal loop, for instance. Authorities like the Thai Royal Institute,
or interested members of academia like Mr. Kamthorn Sathirakul*,
Mr. Pracha Suweeranont*, or even private design firms such as Cadson Demak*, have all had a role in helping to construct a workable
classification model. The author of this dissertation also had a hand
in the effort during 2016 — while working for Cadson Demak —
being responsible for an updated survey of the local retail font market
to compile new data for the classification work. Outcome of the latest
classification model by Cadson Demak is described below:
1) The Traditional (With-loop Category)
1.1 Handwriting
1.2 Oldstyle (French Influence)
1.3 Wood Type (Chinese Influence)
1.4 Humanist
1.5 Geometric
1.6 Geometric Humanist
1.7 Neo Geometric
2) The Display (Topical Category)
2.1 Scripts
2.1.1 Blackletter
2.2 Decorative
2.2.1 Constructivism
3) The Modern (Loopless Category)
3.1 Modern
3.2 Obscure Loop
3.3 Crossover
1) The Traditional (With-loop Category)
The terminal loop is a distinguishing feature of this category. Many
people have the conservative notion that any font with the presence
of loops is a creation from the past. This is not always correct. Specimens of familiar with-loop fonts are shown on the next page.
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HANDWRITING
An oldschool writing
style, looks like handwriting the most.

MODERN
A Thai “display font”
created to resemble
(Sans serif) Latin faces.
It features minimalist
forms with no loop
terminals.

OLDSTYLE
A Thai script that
departed from the
traditional monoline
look by taking on
thick and thin
strokes.

OBSCURE LOOP
Represents strong reduction of the terminal
loop. It keeps only a tiny
slab or nib. It is one of
the first examples of
loopless display type
that can also be used
as body text.

WOOD TYPE
Chinese influence
on both feature and
production is widely
used as huge Display
face in old school
newspaper.

CROSSOVER
The letterform created
to match Latin for both
physical flexibility in
term of weights and
features.

HUMANIST
This font is derived
from French influence and is adjusted
to have a monoline
stroke to be compatible with monotype
letterpress machines.

BLACKLETTER
Adjusted from Arluck
structure to have less
detail so that it can
be written using thick
squarish stroke writing
tools.

GEOMETRIC
A type that combines
traditional look of
loop terminal and
futuristic look of
geometric shapes.

CONSTRUCTIVISM
The type with angular
or blocky letterforms
which gives a look of
massive gravity thus
creating visual impact
for the usage as headline fonts.

GEOMETRIC HUMANIST
The type that reflects
the first attempt of
making Thai typeface
to specifically fit in
with a Latin face.

NOTES:
Timeline of type casting
1777 Handwriting
1889 Blackletter
1914 Oldstyle
1932 Wood Type
1941 Constructivism
1958 Humanist
1974 Geometric
1979 Modern
1980 Geometric Humanist
1994 Obscure Loop
2009 Crossover
2014 Neo Geometric

NEO GEOMETRIC
The font with squarish
letterform and a wider
base. Its strokes are
rendered as separate
segments.
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2) The Display (Topical Category)
Designs in this category found widespread use in the days of metal
type to answer the need for decorative type displays, marquees, book
titles or labels of all kinds. These were hand-drawn type, composed
for ad hoc uses, that was then made into copperplate blocks for
letterpress printing. Given that this category of type was designed
primarily to draw quick attention, the question of having or not
having the traditional loop was thus effectively ignored. Based on
overall appearance, the faces in this group may be separated into two
sub-categories:
2.1 Scripts The letterforms of this genre of type are dictated
by the instruments employed to write them, such as squarenibbed pens or straight-cut brushes. With few hand movements,
the stems and connecting curves of a glyph could be quickly
shaped, while the resulting strokes are fuller and broader than
the otherwise thin lines from a sharp-pointed pen. So to a certain
extent, treatment of the glyphs on a line of type, including their
accent, direction and flow, is dependent on the writing
instrument employed in the process.
2.2 Decorative Type of this genre covers specimens with
calligraphic or ornate designs of limitless variety. Their glyph
structures are imaginative in forms and often include decorative elements of traditional graphic drawings, stylized motifs
or themes from nature. Strokes may feature open or closed segments; and character widths uneven. Although the faces in this
genre are not suitable for setting extended text, their exotic design
can serve to inspire new ideas or new styles of glyph treatment for
Thai typography.
3) The Modern (Loopless Category)
Fonts in this category can be split by function into two subgroups.
The first includes fonts that emulated the letterforms of popular Latin
display faces, and are used chiefly for displays. The other batch has
letterforms that took advantage of pared down glyphs and minimalist
strokes; developed as display type, but flexible enough to double as
text fonts. The notion of a type family having members of varying
weights was first adopted for the fonts in this category. Not all fonts
in this category are completely without the loop. Some may have the
appearance of an Obscure Loop which implies a design evolution by
which the loop is being gradually disregarded.

32

Categories of Thai Type
1) The Traditional (With-loop Category)

ชี้้�อููฏััปใ๒
ชี้้�อููฏััปใ๒
ชี้้�อููฏััปใ๒
ชี้้�อูฏัู ปั ใ๒

ชี้้�อููฏััป ใ๒

1.1 Handwriting
Appearance of the fonts in this group imitates
the Siamese court writing of the mid-19th Century. Using Western writing implements, the
court scribe would render each character with
a light touch, and scratch out the end strokes as
a sword-like swash so as to avoid ink smudge.
Today fonts with such a look of nobility are
employed where an air of venerability or sacred
rites is desired, mostly as display type.
Examples of Handwriting include: Bradley's
Typefaces, TongSiam, typefaces on old typewriters
1.2 Oldstyle (French Influence)
Fonts in this class are typified by Farang Ses, a
font created in 1910s and having an appearance
resembling Europe’s Oldstyle school of type.
Popularly called For Sor, it was the first Siamese
script that departed from its traditional monoline look by taking on thick-and-thin strokes.
Crafted by enterprising French missionaries
to print religious tracts and textbooks for
mission-school pupils, it was later employed for
bulk printing of government bulletins and notices. In addition to its thick-and-thin contrast,
slant-cut terminals and a hint of modularity
among the letterforms are observed.
Examples of Oldstyle (French Influence) include:
AngsanaUPC
1.3 Wood Type (Chinese Influence)
Wood type display fonts were employed in the
pre-digital eras to create large, blocky headlines
or name plaques. Introduced by Chinese settlers
whose carving and foundry skills had helped to
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ชี้้�อููฏััป ใ๒
ชี้้�อููฏััปใ๒

ชี้้�อููฏััปใ๒

ชี้้ �อููฏัปั ใ๒
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advance Thailand’s nascent printing industry,
an unmistakable flavor of Oriental brushwork
is evident in some of the letterforms, especially
in the treatment of stroke terminals and end
swashes.
Examples of Wood Type (Chinese Influence)
include: DB Zair, DB PongMai, DB PongRong
1.4 Humanist
A humanist design fondly cherished by readers
in the 35 – 45 age group due to their familiarity
with the face which was featured almost monopolistically in their school primers. The first
version of Thai Medium, crafted by Monotype
in England, had thicker strokes with moderate
contrast; possibly from being influenced by the
familiar images of Farang Ses. Its 621 version
— a monoline book font — was a modification
made to the request of Thai Watthana Panich,
then Thailand’s largest supplier of textbooks and
the first to install Monotype machines. With its
crisp and clean look, and ubiquitous presence
in school texts, the font became highly popular
well into the age of Phototype.
Examples of Humanist include: Monotype (Thai
Medium 621), TF Pimai
1.5 Geometric
A Geometric design with a futuristic look although the traditional terminal loop is retained.
Tom Light was specially crafted as text font for
the Thai Rath newspaper, Thailand’s best-selling
broadsheet daily. High exposure accorded by its
presence on the popular medium made it a familiar face for readers everywhere. Tom Light’s
unique geometric letterforms had inspired a
slew of emulative fonts up to the present, many
of which have remained in popular use with
magazine designers.
Examples of Geometric include: Tom Light (C-1),
EAC Tomlight
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ชี้้อู� ฏัู ปั ใ๒

ชี้้�อููฏััปใ๒

1.6 Geometric Humanist
Geometric Humanist in appearance, Chuanpim
was the first Thai typeface designed specifically
for mixing with a Latin face. The idea, conceived
towards the end of the Phototype era following
the enormous success of Helvetica in the West,
was a natural development born of the need to
print English terms in a Thai setting. This led to
a Thai font with a neutral look; one that can be
conveniently mixed with a Latin face to result in
a type block with harmonious color.
Examples of Geometric Humanist include: EAC
Chuanpim
1.7 Neo Geometric
This genre features geometric letterforms on a
wider base with the characters sharing a distinct
modularity among them. ThongLor, a representative of the genre, has its strokes rendered as
separate segments, not as continuous lines. This
treatment makes for glyphs with roomier interior. Together with a larger terminal loop and bigger counter space, the glyphs could withstand
two or three successive weight increases without
clogging up, which is the problem with the loop
of most other fonts. Hence weight buildups or
reductions can be accomplished with minimal
effect on the glyph outlines. ThongLor signifies
a big step forward for type design which allows
for the flexibility in adding weights and styles to
extend the functionality of a Thai face.
Examples of Neo Geometric include: ThongLor

2) The Display (Topical Category)
2.1 Scripts
2.1.1 Blackletter
Unlike Western Europe’s blackletter script
which was originally conceived as text fonts,
the Thai version was designed primarily for
display. Before the advent of dry-transfer
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lettering, this style of type was ubiquitously
employed on a wide range of vernacular
compositions, from a store name plaque,
acrylic cut-out, and all the way to handdrawn banner and homemade poster. Thai
designers called this style of lettering “Ribbon” as suggested by the look of the script
itself. The flagship of the Ribbon school was
a specimen called Thai Naris, which was developed by Prince Naris (1863 – 1947), a Thai
royal and polymath who was best known for
his works in architecture and design. Thai
Naris is still enjoying a measure of popularity
as a digitized face.
Examples of Blackletter include: Thai Naris,
ABC Burgbarn
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2.2 Decorative
2.2.1 Constructivism
This genre includes type with angular or
blocky letterforms, typically thick verticals
and horizontals joined together at right angles. The solid shapes give a look of massive
gravity thus creating visual impact. Popularly
designed as titles on the covers of Thai pulp
fiction of yesteryear, the characters were
hand-drawn on artwork by the magazine
illustrator. The entire illustration was then
etched for copperplate printing. In order to
accent the blockiness of thew lettering, the
titling artist often resorted to squeezing the
out-of-line vowels into the shoulders or base
of the consonants. This lettering technique
was unsuitable for creating long lines of text,
such as newspaper headlines. For the latter
purpose, the wood type, which arrived a
short time later, was preferred.
Examples of Constructivism include: Tualiam,
9 LP
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3) The Modern (Loopless Category)
3.1 Modern
Manoptica has been hailed as the Modern face
that epitomized the heyday of dry-transfer
lettering and commercial type design. It was
in this period that a new genre of Thai display
fonts was derived from popular Latin faces
featuring minimalist forms, such as Helvetica,
Futura and Cooper Black. Because of their attractiveness, many of the celebrated dry-transfer
fonts, including Manoptica, managed to survive
to the age of desktop publishing, and have
continued their usefulness as digitized fonts up
to the present.
Examples of Modern include: Manoptica, Manop
Mai
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3.2 Obscure Loop
Reduction or elimination of the loop was a
natural evolution of the commercial letterforms
derived from those on hand-drawn billboards
and handwritten specimens. The loop may be
so pared down as to leave only a tiny slab or nib
which still serves to differentiate the characters
and enhance legibility. LC Manop and PSL
Display, two popular faces bearing the legacy of
such loop treatment, are among the early examples of “loopless” display type that crossed into
the domain of the body text.
Examples of Obscure Loop include: LC Manop
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3.3 Crossover
Fonts belonging to the Crossover genre generally have their birth in the digital age, possessing qualities made possible by modern design
software. One such quality is their built-in
potential for weight gradation which facilitates
the creation of an extended font family. Most
faces in this group take on a clean, uncluttered
look with just enough stroke features to enable
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a comfortable degree of legibility. But unlike
Manoptica of the previous group, whose glyphs
were emulations of a Latin face, the glyphs of
a crossover font are all drawn anew to offer
perfect complementarity between its Thai and
Latin sets.
Examples of Crossover include: Sukhumvit
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Definitions of
Newspaper and
News media
Newspaper:

The term means a publication with scheduled issues over an interval
which may be daily, monthly or any other regular period, featuring
contents relating to current events. The publication is printed with
black ink on white or light-colored paper support.
The publication of a newspaper is generally a commercial endeavor seeking to obtain revenue from a number of income streams
including sales of newsstand copies, subscriptions, and advertising
spaces.

S A lawmaker reads French daily newspaper Le Monde, showing a photo of the French Education minister during a session of questions to the government on January 24, 2018 at the
National Assembly in Paris. (JACQUES DEMARTHON/AFP/Getty Images) Image&Caption: https://
www.journalism.org/2019/04/23/news-media-attitudes-in-france/
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This is an inclusive term denoting the providers of news for the general public or a target public via any of the available media, such as
print (newspapers, magazines), broadcast (radio and television), and
more recently the Internet (online newspapers, news blogs, etc.).
The term “news media” is a recent coinage to cover the change in
media technology which now includes a wider range of news dissemination methods than before.

S Image: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:News-media-standards.jpg
Sollok29 / Wikimedia Commons under a CC BY-SA 4.0 license.
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Types of News
The content of news stories may be put into two broad groups,
as follows

Hard News:

Reportage of events whose significance can have an influence or
real impacts on the people’s livelihood or well-being, such as news
of political developments, economic changes, educational and
business news.

S President Donald Trump poses for a photo with U.S. Coast Guard graduate Erin Leigh Reynolds during commencement exercises at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy in New London, Conn.,
Wednesday, May 17, 2017. (AP Photo/Susan Walsh) Image&Caption: https://learningenglish.
voanews.com/a/some-americans-stressed-out-by-american-political-divide-trump/3855909.
html
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Soft News:

Reportage of events that affect only a small circle of people, having
minimal impact on society at large, such as entertainment and
sports news, provincial development, gossip and celebrities news.

S Shouldering it … Beyoncé, Jodie Comer and Olivia Colman at the Golden Globes awards ceremony on Sunday. Composite: HFPA/Joe Scarnici/Getty Images/Rex/Shutterstock
Image: https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2020/jan/06/beyonce-jodie-comer-olivia-colman-sleeves-puffs-golden-globes-red-carpet#img-1

The range of hard and soft news typically carried by newspapers
includes: domestic and international news, business news, financial
and investment, sports entertainment and recreation, science and
technology, opinions and commentaries.

U A stock market indicator board in Tokyo on Monday. Growing tensions between the United
States and Iran sent global stocks lower on Monday. Franck Robichon/EPA, via Shutterstock
Image&Caption: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/05/business/global-markets-iran-oil.html
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“Whenever we think
about a business that
symbolizes people’s
involvement in politics, in whatever era
we are in, the newspaper trade immediately
comes to mind.”
— Salao Rekharuji, A Century of Thai Newspapers, page 34.
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he observation opposite, made by Salao Rekharuji, a chronicler of journalism’s development in Thailand, reflects the
importance of newspaper in the governance and public
administration of a fledgling democracy like Thailand at the end of
the 19th century. Prior to the advent of print journalism, the means
of mass communications in the Kingdom were limited to the use of
“bulletin sheets.” These were very much like simple posters but with
handwritten text, arduously produced by court scribes on a large
sheet of paper. Such sheets, made in small quantities for posting at
a few population centers, were official vehicles for communicating
royal edicts and court news to the people.
As the spread of Christianity began to take hold in Siam, waves
of religious missions opted to establish their outposts in Bangkok.
To serve their operations, the early missionaries also had letterpress
printing equipment installed in order to mass produce religious tracts
for disseminating the teachings of their faith to the locals. Subsequently, the printing facilities were also employed for commercial
purposes including the publication of newspapers, books and government bulletins. In the early days, news production was a monopoly
enjoyed by the foreign-owned businesses.
Seeing the need to balance news content from the perspectives of
the Siamese, the court authorities chose to issue one or two Thai-language papers to serve as their official voice to the public. From that
lead, enterprising locals managed to follow suit; more Thai news
publications were born and the newspaper trade was set to flourish
for more than a century.
This section details the stages Thai newspapers have evolved to
the present day:
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Historical Stages
of the Thai News
Industry
Advent of foreigner-owned newspapers

The news industry in Thailand began around 1830s during the reign
of absolute monarch, King Rama III and continued into the times
of King Rama IV in 1850s. The person chiefly responsible for the
birth of the industry was an American physician-missionary, Dan
Beach Bradley, who is regarded today as “father of Siamese printing.”
Dr Bradley originally established his printing press in Bangkok to
publish religious tracts as well as government bulletins. In response
to demand for a news vehicle among the Western expatriates in
Bangkok, he published a fortnightly paper named “The Bangkok
Recorder” in July, 1844. The publication, regarded today as Thailand’s
first bulk-printed newspaper, had its contents in English and Thai. It
was halted after only two years due to sustained operating losses and
lack of readership growth.
Bradley managed to revive the Bangkok Recorder in 1864, this
time changing its editorial content to cater for the elite class of
readers. The paper’s daring inclusion of reportage and opinions on
controversial issues that were taboos for public discussion in those
days did so much to call attention to itself that King Rama IV chose
to issue a royal announcement instructing people to be wary of
provocative claims and reports in the news media. Subsequently, Dr
Bradley was sued for defamation by a French diplomat and lost the
case which cut severely into his finances leading to the closure of the
paper.
Other newspapers that had their launches during the same period
include: the Bangkok Calendar, an annual publication also by Bradley, and the Bangkok Daily Advertiser, produced by Samuel Jones
smith.
U The front page of The Bangkok Recorder, Thailand's first newspaper, from March 1, 1865. An
almanac published by Bradley and the American Mission Association. Image: Wikipedia
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S The Royal Gazette from October 29, 1899. Image: http://www.lungthong.com/view_product.
php?product=85982&cat_id=121
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Publications of the Royal Court

In the period from 1850s to 1880s (towards the end of the reign of
King Rama V), a group of overseas-educated aristocrats saw the
need for the royal court to have its own authoritative vehicle for
disseminating official information to the public as opposed to letting
the foreign-language newspapers monopolize the media scene. The
resulting "Royal Gazette" was thus launched in 1858. As the first
news publication produced by Thai nationals, the Gazette was issued
from time to time to inform the public of government regulations,
cautionary instructions as well as to convey government response or
clarifications to the news stories reported in the foreign-language papers. One short year following its launch, the publication was halted.
Fortunately, it was revived 16 years later in 1874, during the reign of
King Rama V.
The following year saw the introduction of another court-appointed newspaper. Aptly named “Court", this 4-page paper was designed to carry government news, listing of schedules and exclusive
reports on ranking nobility and officialdom. Other noteworthy Thai
periodicals of the same era include Vajirayan and Vajirayanwiseth —
both introduced in 1884 featuring contents on culture, history and
general fiction.
Given that these publications were sponsored and produced by
the Siamese court, their contents were thus focused on matters of
official interest. As a result, readership of these papers was limited to
a small group of educated elites.

S Court, the first journal of government news and official announcements, is launched in 1875. Image:
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/
Dn-t_cyUwAAmEc4.jpg:large

S Darunovart is launched on July 7, 1874. Owned and
edited by HRH Kasemsant, the weekly paper features
international news events, Thai government releases,
commentaries, Thai teachings and proverbs, and entertaining stories. Image: https://th.wikipedia.org
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The role of the private-sector in newspaper publishing began in
1890s, towards the end of the times of King Rama V. Two private
publishers of this transition period, known by noms de plume Kor
Sor Ror Kularb and Tienwan, were especially noted for their prolific
journalistic output including many fine commentaries, articles and
books which are regarded today as a legacy of lasting value from
that era.
Kor Sor Ror Kularb was a commoner who produced and edited
his own newspaper, “Siamprabheth.” Despite the initial disadvantages in its financing as opposed to the court-sponsored publications,
the Siamprabhej managed to gain a rapidly growing public readership, so much so that its issuing frequency had to be increased from
monthly to fortnightly. Among its popular contents were historical
anecdotes, social commentaries and satires. Apparently some of his
writings had irritated the authorities on a few occasions, which led
to the author being arrested and placed in a mental asylum for seven
days. The event could well have been the first time a Thai journalist
was penalized for his writing.

S Kor Sor Ror Kularb. Image: http://newsbloga.blogspot.com/2011/12/2.html
U The Siam Prabheth from August 1, 1899. Image: http://www.siammanussati.com/
wp-content/uploads/2017/02/A.jpg
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Boom of the industry during the 1910-20s

The reign of King Rama VI, also known as Vajiravudth (1910 to
1925), saw the growth of modern journalism that came with improving literacy and a continuing phase of social and political development within the country. Increased awareness of international issues,
including the imminent outbreak of the First World War and news
of the regime change in China, as well as local politics, combined
to help boost sales of the Thai-language newspapers. King Rama VI
himself, who was a keen writer and social critic, did much to help
invigorate the local media scene; his regular writing contributions to
the local papers proved to be quite popular with the general readers.
Newspaper production thus became a viable business and the era
saw a proliferation of news publications in the major languages: Thai,
English and Chinese. To attract reader attention, newspaper make-up
of this period began to employ large fonts for headlining.
Given the governance by an absolute monarchy, the journalistic
freedom allowed the press in this period was not exactly without
restrictions. Nonetheless, a wide array of newspaper contents was
possible; the popular papers of this period invariably included
sections on news reports, political commentary, humour and
cartoons. The first legislation for press control — the Publications &
Newspapers Act, 1922 — was promulgated in this period.

U Chino Siame Daily News, Nov 15, 1923 issue, National Library. Image: https://th.wikipedia.org
S April 6, 1923 issue of Kammakorn newspaper — a political voice of the blue collar with
reportage of labour movements in Thailand.
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On the lead-up to political regime change in 1932, the Thai press
took on an increasing role in offering political critiques. In the prior
year, Kularb Saipradith, a prominent novelist and social critic of the
time, produced a series of articles highly critical of the country’s
weakening absolutism. His work did so much to infuriate the authorities it led to a gagging order from them. The offending paper — the
SriKrung — had its printing press chained and locked up for nine
days; and its chief editor’s license revoked.
Upon the change from absolutism to a democratic parliamentary
system, press freedom begat its first-ever formal recognition by the
Thai Constitution in 1932 which provided a large measure of freedom of expression for the people.
The regime change was not without some resistance from the
ousted Royalist faction; a period of power struggle ensued between
this faction and the revolutionary leaders (aka the People’s Party). As
a result, the news industry in this period was divided according to the
factions they were supporting: the royalists, the People’s Party and an
independent faction. News publications thus were subjected to heavy
censoring by the ruling People’s Party in order to prevent any subversive contents. A number of newspapers were ordered to halt publication while many managed to weather the storm by moving away from
political reporting altogether and focusing instead on human-interest
stories and serialized fictions.
After the regime change a Print Publications Act was introduced
in 1933 to regulate the quality of newspapers. The Act stipulated the
minimum educational requirement of all news editors.
During the Second World War, the Act underwent major amendments and was re-enacted in 1941 with its objective on regulating the
news industry during the war years. Under this Act, the authorities
in charge with press control had the power to revoke the publishing
license of any paper whose content was deemed to incite unrest or
immoral conduct. The Act also set a minimum operating capital for
a news publication, which amounted to a significant sum at the time.
Many media entrepreneurs thus resorted to pooling their funds to
meet the required minimum. This, coupled with the scarcity of printing stock during the war, led to a significant decrease in the number
of operating newspapers.
U Siam Ratsadorn newspaper on June 24, 1932. Image: http://th.wikipedia.org
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Boom of press freedom and subsequent suppression
during the Cold War

After the Second World War, militarized administrations came and
went, but the Thai news industry managed to plod along under such
a semi-democratic ruling system until the era of the Cold War. The
dissent against military rule that had been simmering for decades finally exploded in the largest ever street rally called the October 1973
Uprising. Led by a coalition of progressive university students, the
movement demanded the military release its grips on the country’s
ruling system. After days of the rally, the ruling military regime collapsed and the country’s administration changed hands to a civilian
government. At this juncture, the Thai news industry enjoyed an
unprecedented freedom and as many as 753 papers were registered
for business, although only a small fraction of these did move on to
actual commercial operations.
The year 1974 saw the birth of a number of the “serious” papers
– among them the Nation, Prachachart and Prachathipatai. These
were launched by the young blood of Thai journalism who was concerned with the country’s uneven political and social development.
The period was also a golden era for general broadsheet and tabloid
newspapers that catered for the mass. With contents on crime, violence, sexual scandals and social gossip, dailies like Thairath, Daily
News and Dao Siam managed to gain very high circulations. In the
attempt to prevent the spread of Communism that was taking control

U Athipat newspaper on August 1-4, 1975, the newspaper of the NSCT. Image: https://prachatai.com/journal/2019/07/83664
S The nation newspaper, unknown issue. Image: https://live.staticflickr.com/65535/480988
32956_f730476f67_h.jpg
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USS Daily News (Pink), Thai Rath (Green) and Dao Siam (Orange) newspaper on October 9,
1976. Image: https://doct6.com/archives/category/documents/newspapers

of Thailand’s neighbor countries, the Thai government came up
with a National Security Act in 1975 whereby the seizing of printing
presses by the police was allowed. In response to such measures, Thai
journalists implored the government to repeal the old 1941 Print
Publications Act on the promise of setting up regulating bodies such
the National Press Council or Thai Journalism Association to carry
out their self-censorship instead.
Political sentiment in this period split into the extreme factions
of Far Right and Far Left. With the threat of a Communist takeover
looming over the political landscape, the Far Right, consisting of the
military and ultra-conservatives, saw fit to suppress the growth of
the Far Left. A violent crackdown on dissenting students was carried
out in 1976 while hundreds of students were gathered in a rally at
Thammasart University. Known as the 6 October crackdown, the
event resulted in a great number of student casualties. The incumbent administration was immediately overthrown by the military
in a coup d’état, which prompted many students to flee persecution
into remote jungles. So after three years of unrestrained journalism,
press freedom was taken away entirely. Administration of the state
was taken up by a Reform Council who only allowed a small number
of newspapers to continue operating which carried only government-approved contents.
In the ensuing years, the military continued to dominate the
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country’s political landscape. As the Cold War came to pass, the Thai
government chose to reconcile the ideologically opposing factions
through a peaceful means; the students who fled the bloody crackdown in mid-1970s were granted amnesty and allowed to safely
return home in early 1980s.

Economic boom and surge of the news industry

Over the next decade, the manufacturing sector in Thailand saw
the rapid growth of export-oriented production which promised to
turn the country into a Newly Industrialized Country. Along with
the strengthening economy, the local news industry was given a
greater degree of freedom. With the rise in people’s income came a
demand for more varied news information. From the mid-1980s,
the industry experienced a period of rapid growth. New publications
were introduced to satisfy the needs of specific reader groups in the
forms of dailies, weeklies and periodicals. The interval saw the birth
of business-cum-political papers like the Manager, Prachachart,
Krungthep Thurakij and Thansethakij, for instance, which were
launched to capture this growing market niche. Mass-circulation
papers like Thairath and the Daily News also reported huge increases
in their sales.
It should be noted that given
the high cost of news production
a newspaper usually sustains,
the business viability of these
papers was very much dependent on their advertising revenue.
Many papers of this period thus
resorted to carrying a great
amount of paid-for content such
as commercial PR releases and
advertorials that mimicked the
appearance of actual editorial
contents.

U Padungthin business newspaper on August 16-23, 1986. Image: http://www.finearts.go.th
S the first Thansettakij newspaper published on February 23, 1981. Image: https://ftpmirror.
your.org/pub/wikimedia/images/wikipedia/th/7/7e/Thansetthakij_1981-02-23.jpg
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From boom to bust: the financial meltdown of 1990s

Whereas newspaper content in the decades before was largely about
the local scenes, news information in the 1990s had expanded to include more coverage of international events. The decade brought with
it many advances in digitized publishing which were quickly adopted
to help speed up the production of newspapers. At the same time the
print media was being threatened by the emergence of other reporting platforms such as television, cable and the mobile phone. So for a
printed news provider to remain relevant, it had to offer more to the
readers in terms of in-depth reporting and analysis.
Another series of street protests took place in Bangkok in May
1992. Ignited by public outrage over the then ruling junta’s unscrupulous attempt to cling on to power, the protests culminated in yet
another violent crackdown. The ruling junta eventually relented and
the country’s governance was switched to a civilian-led caretaker
government. A new constitution was completed and put in force
in 1997; it provided a more democratic basis on the issues of civil
liberty, equality, protection, and press freedom. Autonomous rights
bodies, such as the Constitution Court, Administrative Court and
the Human Rights Commission, were established at this juncture.
Awareness of democratic processes and the role of the press was at an
all-time high. And with society’s demand for more responsible journalism, the local news industry accordingly established Thailand’s
National Press Council as its main organization for self-regulation.
Unfortunately, in 1997 Thailand and the ASEAN region encountered a financial meltdown so severe it plunged the economy into a
deep recession. Businesses were forced to close down by the thousands including many news operators that were unable to endure
the sudden economic slump. A small number of news publishers,
however, not only survived the financial crisis, but also managed to
finally parley their businesses into profitable listing on Thailand’s
stock market as well.

The Internet and convergence of the news media

The period after the financial meltdown saw Thailand’s economy
quickly reviving under successive civilian-led governments. At the
turn of the millennium, new advances in the Internet as well as other
forms of communications technology began to alter public behavior
in news consumption. Satellite and cable TV and online broadcasts
were becoming readily available. Many established news providers
U Kom Chad Leuk, issue October 16, 2001 — a daily broadsheet with sensational tabloid
contents, aimed at mass-market readers. Image: https://www.facebook.com/rajdamnernbook/
photos/a.496851343819905/1023608107810890/?type=1&theater
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thus began experimenting with such alternative news outlets as a
way of complementing their traditional print-based business, and at
the same time preparing for a new world of digital mass communications. The public could access such online news any time without
charge, or with a nominal fee. All of such developments now combined to erode the role of the printed newspapers that had prevailed
in the previous century.
After a few short years of relative stability, political situations in
the country once again turned volatile. Incumbent civilian-led governments in this period, invariably swamped with allegations of corruption and abuse of power, were overthrown by the military in two
coup d’états — the first in 2006 and the latest one in 2014. Using the
pretext of stability, the latest military junta effectively clamped down
press freedom and civil liberties. Limiting public opinions, however,
proved increasingly difficult in this period given the proliferation
of alternative channels for online communications that had become
available. Various platforms of the social media now offered the
capability for users to send digital information in text, voice, pictures,
video clips and live streaming of events — all can be accomplished
with ease by almost anyone. And with the power of new, versatile
mobile communication devices, news reports can be created and disseminated virally within minutes — with very little cost. While such
developments boded well for mass communications, they worsened
the decline of the printed newspapers.
Advances in digital technology are causing such a disruption that
the operation of a traditional printed newspaper is becoming unviable business-wise. So in recent years, many major news publishers
have thus chosen to expand further into the digital media which
are showing the promise of becoming mainstream replacing the
print publications. Convergence of various digital platforms for the
dissemination of news information is now the norm. The result is a
great degree of convenience for the news consumers to choose from
the platforms available: from digital TV, radio, website, to the social
media. Even though there remains a small group of readers — largely
people of the older generations — who continue to patronize the
printed newspapers, the complete demise of this medium is inevitable. At this writing, many printed newspapers are facing scheduled
business closures while some have already been discontinued.

U Image: facebook: Wootthinan Nahim
U Image: https://news.thaiware.com/8361.html
U Image: https://youtu.be/9Dz4mWoPhpU
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Conclusion
Current situation of Thai news providers

Based on business strategies, the news providers are taking the following approaches to move forward:
1. Ceasing print version due to diminish newsstand sales, continuing only with screen-based publications:
1.1 The Nation Group print version discontinued; still
operating their multimedia businesses.
2. Completely newcomers
New start-ups offering online contents. An example of promising
web publications are listed below:
2.1 Prachatai https://prachatai.com/
2.2 The Standard https://thestandard.co/
2.3 The Matter https://thematter.co
3. Operating dual-format news publication.
These are old print publishers with substantially large circulations
on hand. Adapt to changes by embracing the digital platforms in
parallel with print.
3.1 Thai Rath Group operates a broadsheet daily while adding
a TV channel, a website and a mobile app (My Thairath).
3.2 Matichon Group operates two papers, Matichon and Khaosod, and corresponding websites for both.

Types of Thai Newspapers

Based on the nature of news contents, Thai newspapers may be categorized into two groups:
1. Quality papers (quality newspaper)
These are publications that focus on the provision of hard news —
political, social, educational and business — that are offered to serve
the readers critical functions in learning and analysis. Such contents
are presented in a factual tone without the use of verbal assaults or
unfounded accusations. The sales of such papers are generally on
the low side with readers concentrated on the educated class, officials, executives, serious students of current affairs, for instance.
Examples of such papers* are: Matichon, Siam Rath, Than Settakij,
Prachachart Turakij, Krungthep Thurakij
U The Nation, Prachatai, The Standard, The Matter, Thai Rath, Matichon and Siam Rath
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2. Popular papers (popular newspapers)
Designed to attract mass readership so as to generate large circulations, this type of papers rely on featuring news stories with a
sensational angle, or on events are that excite the raw emotions of
the readers such as violent crimes, salacious happenings, disastrous
events or strange phenomena. Presentation pictures and wording
may be tailored to suit, and their reporting style, rather provocative
or highly exaggerated. The use of puns and slang terms are a usual
feature. This type of papers tends to have high circulations.
Examples of such papers are: Thai Rath, Daily News, Khaosod, Naew
Na, Kom Chad Luek
In terms of journalism in practice, Thai newspapers can be classified
into three categories, thus:
1. General Newspaper
This type covers a wide scope of reportage which may range from
news events, commentaries, reviews, for several sections including
politics, business, culture, sports, women, etc. It is targeted at a
broad base of readers.
2. Specialized Newspaper
Entire paper is devoted to a particular field of interest, such as
securities market, sports, entertainment, or automobiles. This type
of publications may be issued at a longer interval than the general
newspaper. Advantages of this format lie in the requirement of a
smaller staff and more targeted clientele for advertising spaces.
3. Business Newspaper
This type of papers focuses on reporting news relating to domestic
and international business and political developments. Examples are
The Manager Daily, and the Krungthep Thurakij.

U Than Settakij, Prachachart Turakij, Krunkthep Turakij, Khaosod, Neawna and Kom Chat Leuk
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Analysis of a
Newspaper’s Layout

An interesting characteristic to note with many a newspaper in Thailand has to do with how they employ color tints on their make-ups to
help strengthen their identities. A single tone is invariably employed
to characterize the masthead and the front page. This practice has
become something of a standard, up to the point that the reading
public can associate the color choices with individual publications;
for example, the top two papers with the largest mass circulations, the
Thai Rath and Daily News, may be referred to as the Green Head and
the Pink Head by virtue of the standard color screen printed on their
front page.
In this section, the composition of a major Thai newspaper is discussed with brief descriptions of its history, content and typographic
make-up given below. This analysis of a Thai newspaper is relevant
to the author’s design project since a paper with long standing in a
society should at least have some influence on that society’s attitudes,
tastes, languages, as well as on the use of type.
The Thai Rath newspaper is chosen for the purpose herein given
its long history, popularity and the waves of change, economically
and politically, it has undergone over the decades.
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T The Thai Rath and Daily News, may be referred to as the Green Head and the Pink Head by
virtue of the standard color screen printed on their front page. Image: Author
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Thai Rath newspaper

S Thai Rath Newspaper from September 28, 2007. Image: Scanned by the author
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Brief History of Thai Rath Newspaper

75

A popular broadsheet daily with the largest mass circulation, Thai
Rath features large collections of news reportage and commentaries
on a wide array of topics ranging from political, business and social
issues through to tidbits on society, celebrities and gossip, sports and
entertainment (the so-called soft news). Its print version reached
the highest sales volumes, and largest ever in the Thailand market,
around the 1980s and 1990s. Thereafter, with the advent of tougher
competition and a glut of online news providers, the figure exhibited
a decline. Its current circulation figure is around one million copies
per day. It is printed on broadsheet newsprint of dimensions 39.5 x
54 cm with its number of pages varying from 20 to 32 pages, and is
retailed nationwide at ten baht. In recent years, realizing the inevitable disruption in the future of the printed media, Thai Rath has been
actively, and quite successfully, shifting the focus of its operation to
the provision of TV and online news.
The publication had its birth some 70 years ago in the form of a
weekly pictorial and news magazine featuring easy-to-read, general-interest reportage for mass readership. Its focus on the provision of
soft news rather than the complicated issues in the political realm in
contrast to the contents of its competitors proved a winning formula, and the magazine quickly gained a wide circulation across the
country. Popular market demand led to increased market frequency;

SImage: http://kamphol.thairath.co.th/assets/img/cv/cv_sec_2_1.jpg
SImage: http://kamphol.thairath.co.th/assets/img/cv/cv_sec_2_2.jpg
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it became a three-day publication, and eventually a daily newspaper
proper. The publication underwent a series of name changes which
were necessitated by the need to survive under country’s changing
political circumstances over the decades. The name Thai Rath was
finally assigned to it which has remained to the present day. With
its popularity, having a broad base of readers that spanned from the
common folks to high-profile office holders and well-educated elites,
the newspaper has managed to gain a position of influence socially
and politically.

Thai Rath’s production capability has always been one of its key
strengths. The paper is constantly investing in new technologies to
bring its production finesse to international standards. Its typesetting
functions have evolved from using old-style moveable metal and
wood type to photo-typesetting and to sophisticated computerized
page-making systems of the present day. Its broadcast platforms
include a dedicated digital TV channel, a website and associated
social-media outlets, and a special mobile app called “My Thairath.”
For the purpose of this analysis, the author is to focus on the type
make-up of the paper’s print version and online platform, the latter
consisting of its website and the My Thairath mobile app. These are
areas where the paper’s typography performs the main function of
disseminating news information.
S Image: http://kamphol.thairath.co.th/assets/img/cv/cv_sec_3_1.jpg
S Image: http://kamphol.thairath.co.th/assets/img/cv/cv_sec_3_2.jpg
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S Thai Rath Website. Image: https://
www.thairath.co.th/media/HCtHFA7ele6Q2dULkVnWRA0z2K0VtIJQMxPQ9o3cdk4XxFb0gXkYCqOXIeug3v7K1y.jpg
S Thai Rath Mobile app. Image: Author
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Contents and Style
Thai Rath’s contents are orientated towards mass readership featuring
somewhat sensationalized reportage to attract readers and sustain
their attention. The types of material favored by the paper include
news of violent crimes, political and social conflicts, disastrous events
and strange phenomena. Headlines, usually set in big bold type,
invariably contain crisp and provocative copy. The general make-up
of its front page is a combination of tabloid news with short lead-in
copy and numerous pictures with easy to read captions. Continuations of the front-page stories are set on its inside pages where
generous space is given to plenty of details which can be lengthy and
repetitious. Developments of a worthy news event are usually played
out via a daily succession of follow-ups over the course of one week
before they are taken off the lead space which is then replaced with
another developing story. In addition to current events, the paper
also provides wide ranging reportage of soft news on sports, entertainment, celebrities and societal activities.
The paper’s readership strategy attempts to reach two groups of
readers using the same contents, i.e. relying on the print version to
cater for the grassroots readers while the screen platform to cover the
younger generation of readers who are supposedly more conversant
with digital devices. Description below of its contents, therefore,
focuses more on the print version.
The bulk of the paper is arranged in two sections: the first section
featuring current events, such as sensational coverage of crimes and
human conflicts, plus stories on Thai politics, economy, and society;
while the second section, sports and entertainment.
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S FIRST SECTION

S SECOND SECTION

Page
1 — (Front page) local news; coverage
of violent incidents
2 — World news
3 — Thai political news
4 — Society and business events (e.g.
product launches)
5 — Education news and features
6 — Government news, public complaints (news from page 1)
7 — Science, technology, art and
culture
8-9 — Economic news
10-11 — Full-page ads
12 — News (continuation from page 6),
advertising
13 — Provincial news, public complaints
14 — Full-page ad
15 — Education, religion, public
health
16 — horoscope and continuations
from page 1
17-18 — Full-page ads
19 — World news continuation from
page 16
20 — Full page ad

Page
21-23 — Sport news and commentaries
on boxing and other sports
24 — Society news, gossip, charities,
home & hobby, cooking, health
25 — Extracts from current TV serials
26-27 — Full page ads
28 — Advertisements: current cinema
screenings and new releases
29 — Entertainment news: TV shows,
celebrity gossip, ads
30 — Transcripts of current TV serials
31 — Entertainment news; TV timetables, upcoming shows, ads 25%
32 — Full page ad
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Thai Rath’s Masthead
and Logotype
The paper’s traditional masthead, shown below, has a vernacular feel
in its design. It is shown entirely in Thai glyphs all in solid, blocky
letters which altogether impart a sense of long-standing traditionalism and respectability.
When the paper began its forays into the digital realm, this same
masthead was employed which was tagged with the descriptive term
“online.”
Subsequently, however, a new logotype was assigned and the old
blocky masthead was discontinued on its web publications. The new
logotype has the following features:
1. It emulates the Latin T albeit its horizontal stroke taking on the
shape of the Thai in-line vowel Sara Ai (which forms the leftmost
character of its Thai name).
2. The name Thai Rath is set in loopless Thai glyphs giving an
appearance of sans serif type that is as casual as it is modern. It is
rendered subordinate to the symbol T. Taken as a whole, this new
logotype is on its own — not a single feature of it could be associated with the old blocky masthead.
3. The stylized T, which features prominently as the icon of its
mobile app, seems to function perfectly in imparting a sense of
modernity to this new offshoot of the paper.

U Thai Rath Online Logo. Image: https://dc-web-heroku-staging.s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.
com/uploads/partner/avatar/96/Thairath-Online_text-logo.ai.png
S Image: https://www.nongkungsri.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/thairath-1024x538.jpg
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Typography & Type in Use
NATIONAL DAILY WITH POPULAR NEWS (Soft news)
Circulation: 1,000,000
Price: 10.00 baht
size 39.5 x 54cm | total pages: 32

Print version

Its graphical layout is that of a “masonry” style using rectangular
blocks of content stacked horizontally up to the masthead. Strong
colors, such as black or dark green, may be employed to differentiate
headlines from the lead paragraphs (or standfirsts), which are often
tinted light green. The captions are set in grey type; while the body
text in black.
Type hierarchy on such masonry blocks is denoted with the use
of fonts with contrasting glyph structures: for example; type with angular glyphs are set as headlines while the body areas are often taken
up by fonts of a roundish form. For the purpose of designing a new
“news media” typeface for this dissertation, the typographic components of Thai Rath are categorized as follows:
Masthead or Title Piece
The masthead is set in solid blocky glyphs whose structures are
without a terminal loop appearing similar to hand-drawn vernacular type made with a broad-nibbed pen which was a style of
lettering often employed in the local printing industry during the
era of moveable type. The glyphs feature heavy verticals which are
contrasted by some thin diagonals.
Headline
Thai Rath’s headlines are set in a easily recognizable font having
blocky outlines with thick stems and a “terminal loop.” The font was
derived from the paper’s original wood type design and first rendered as a bitmap glyphs in 1993 before being recast as vector type
(Adobe Type1 and TTF) in subsequent years. The early version,
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NAMEPLATE/ MASTHEAD

HEADLINE

STANDFIRST

CAPTION
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named JS Kobori Allcaps, was made by Dr Busaya Techasen
MD, of JS Tech font foundry. The face was recast in 2001 by the
P-chanSoft foundry and made into a public-domain font. This
new font file contains a built-in set of Latin (English) characters;
but these are never employed by the paper for its headlines.
Lead Paragraph or Standfirst
Type for this component usually is composed with the monoline
version of the headline font plus the italics of Thai Rath’s bodytext font. The italics are made by skewing the regular body type.
Caption
The type employed for the lead paragraph (or standfirst) —
which is the pared-down headline font — is italicized and set as
captions.
Body Text
The body-text font employed by the paper is derived from an
oldstyle typeface called Farang Ses which dates back to the very
early history of Siam’s letterpress printing development, around
AD 1913. Glyph outlines of the face feature both high and low
contrast. Its font file name is not known.
• A combination of several loopless fonts are cast for column
titles and sub-headlines
• It is observed that an integrative design approach for the
fonts on Thai Rath is lacking. The fonts employed have come
from separate designers at different periods of time.
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THAIRATH ONLINE
https://www.thairath.co.th/home

Website version
• The digital platform of Thai Rath does not share any font with its
print format.
• Headlines, captions, standfirsts and body text are set in regular
and semi-bold loopless type and in mixture with Latin sans serif.
The font employed is a cloud-based face crafted by Warit Chaiyakul
whose design intent is expressed thus: “… a humanist sans with a
touch of grotesque; fashioned for a neutral look to fit a wide variety
of type jobs, but yet with an appearance that’s quite memorable. Its
tracking is loose enough for use as body text. An italic is provided
for each weight.” The face comes in five weights: thin, light, regular,
semi-bod and bold; complete with associated italics. Its light and
bold weights are offered for free downloads.
• Body font is a with-loop design named MM Paethai V3
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HEADLINE

TEXT

STANDFIRST
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MY THAIRATH
Mobile Application

Mobile Application version
• The mobile app does not share any font with its print and web
formats.
• Headlines, captions, standfirsts and body text are set in loopless Sukhumvit font at different weights.
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Type in Use
PRINT

WEBSITE

APPS

NAMEPLATE/
MASTHEAD

Topical Loopless
High Contrast
Bold

Loopless
Capsuled
Monolinear
Bold, Regular

Latin Lettering
Serif
Bold

HEADLINE

With Loop
High Contrast
Black

Loopless
Capsuled
Monolinear
Bold

Loopless
Slighly narrow
Monolinear
Bold

As same as
Headline

Loopless
Slighly narrow
Monolinear
Bold

With Loop
Low contrast
Regular, Bold
+
Loopless
Capsuled
Monolinear
Regular, Bold

Loopless
Slighly narrow
Monolinear
Light, Regular,
Bold

STANDFIRST

TEXT

CAPTION

With Loop
Black
+
With Loop
monolinear
Regular(Semibold?)

With Loop
Slighly narrow
width
High contrast
Regular, Bold

With Loop
monolinear
Italic, Bold Italic
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Conclusion
The same contents are shared between Thai Rath’s print and digital
publications, but with different type make-ups. For the author’s
design project, there is the need to come up with a family of fonts
which is to be shared among the various uses on the varied platforms
operated by the paper. Having the voice of a shared family of fonts
should give rise to many plus points, not least in helping to create a
good corporate identity for the publisher. As for the print version,
its vernacular style of art direction, or make-up, should be largely
retained since it is a look that has etched into the reader’s mind; it is
what makes the paper a nationwide publication and yet so accessible
at the local level. There could be a downside to this, however, in that
the paper may be looked upon as having bad typography. Therefore,
it is the author’s task to find a way to minimize this negative perception while maintaining the paper’s original vernacular feel. And
enhance it with an overall look of modernity and progressiveness.
To this end, the author shall proceed to design a typeface family with
guidelines for proper use in order to fulfill this objective.

U Thai Rath Website. Image: https://www.thairath.co.th/media/HCtHFA7ele6Q2dULkVnWRA0z2K0VtIJQMxPQ9o3cdk4XxFb0gXkYCqOXIeug3v7K1y.jpg
U Thai Rath Mobile app. Image: Author
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1
Hands on,
Trial-and-Error
Through the stages of my design process, I learned that one of the
most important aspects of it has to do with the analysis of the result I
had at each stage. An analysis was a pause to think, or to query myself
on how to manage the task I had before me. A good analysis would
help a designer to come up with a different approach towards a new
solution — which may or may not be better than the previous one. If
the new result is still not satisfactory, another round of trials will be
necessary. Such cycles of trial and error are the essence of good design. The value of a good analysis lies in its ability to help reduce the
time and effort required for the trials. The figure opposite illustrates
the learning process I went through during this stage.

96
T Cutting paper shapes — working in class with Patrick
Doan. Thai letters were cut out of paper into shapes, and the
pieces arranged to form words. This visualization technique
enables the designer to manually interact with design forms
in the physical world which provides a design environment
that is unlike digital manipulations on a computer screen.
Unfortunately, after the cutting of the few beginning letters,
I had to discontinue the experience due to lack of time.

ป

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

T Preliminary pencil sketches. I returned to drawing by hand
the various glyphs I had in mind using the initial criteria I
had established for the preliminary drafting of the characters. I also applied the insights I had gained from the earlier
analysis and various notes I had made.
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TV A couple of interesting headline fonts on old newspapers were adopted as the basis for my letterform design at
this stage. The options I had for carrying the design further
were along these lines: I could opt to conserve or modernize a
particular font; or simply to add a touch of new personality,
or revamp everything except the old glyph structures.
T Cover of "Le Petit Journal", 7 October, 1906. Image: Bibliothèque nationale de France
T Thai newspaper Matichon, August 1983. Image: The
Non-Latin Type Collection, University of Reading
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adhesion รระส
การประสาน
การประาน
adhesion การประสาน
adhesion การประสาน
adhesion กก
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2
Calligraphy,
Calligraphy
Writing down the characters using my own calligraphic styles was a
satisfying experience. I felt I owned whatever I put down on paper —
it was my own creation, and I could shape and re-shape it any way I
like! I could make the glyphs large or small. And with smaller glyphs
I could more closely approximate the appearance of printed text. The
types of pen employed for this method included the broad nib pen
and pointed pen. The exercise was like going back to school and practicing one’s long-forgotten handwriting in Thai and English. With the
Thai script, I practiced using both the round and the angular forms of
glyph.
If I could go back in time and carry out these exercises again, I
would definitely have tried putting down more completed words and
sentences, than just single letters like what I did then. For it would
have been much better for me to see the written characters in action;
in groups and lines, not just stand-alone glyphs. It would need to
mimic the true appearance of working typography.
In the next stage of the exercise I selected some of the handwritten glyphs for computer rendering into some semblance of a font. I
did this for both the Thai and Latin glyphs that I had created so far.

U Writing the characters with broad nib pen and pointed pen.
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T Writing the characters with pointed pen.
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T Writing the characters with broad nib pen.
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104
T Thai; Calligraphic glyphs in two broad construction types: angular
and the circular.
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T The characters selected for digitization
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การประสาน
adhesion
การประสาน
adhesion
การประสาน
adhesion
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3
The galley proofs
After the freehand calligraphy exercises, I returned to using the computer to further develop my set of letterforms. From the few handdrawn glyphs I had made, I set out to improve upon their outlines as
well as to create arrays of their “companions” so as to come up with a
new typeface. I assembled the characters to form words and phrases.
New glyphs were created using simple constructions that appealed
to me; such as shapes made with a flowing stroke, or outlines with
just one angle, or with multiple angles. With such arrays of glyphs I
arranged them in blocks or galleys — like setting some working type
— in order to examine the overall behavior of the glyphs in use. I
then added some weights like light and bold to the sets.
I then laid out these partial fonts to mimic Thai newspaper layouts. I was pleased with the results as they seemed to reflect a good
likeness of the newspaper. I had selected for the case study (Thairath)
with the type showing an attractive contrast in the flavors and spaces
around the headlines and body text. But to my disappointment, my
supervisor and colleagues after having seen the results reckoned that
the variety of glyph structures that I had might be too broad for all of
them to belong in the same typeface. So I came to a juncture where
I had to choose, or re-organize, the glyph structures in my design
for them to reflect more common attributes of being in the same
design basket, or a typeface. It was an agonizing time for me as I was
working without any criteria that would help me reach sound design
decisions. Then it occurred to me that since my colleagues were able
to help judging designs of Latin letterforms, perhaps I should begin
by completing a set of Latin glyphs. Then I could obtain valuable
input from my colleagues — their opinions and suggestions on the
Latin glyphs —which I could transfer to the design of a complementary set of Thai glyphs.
So I settled for the Latin glyphs that featured angular contours.
This choice was based on the more consistent texture of the angular
glyphs and their having a behavior much like the Latin type in actual
use on many newspapers, while the more rounded forms tend to
remind me of the text in books of traditional literature, not the
news media.
U From preliminary computer renditions, I created an array of companions for them based
on my own handwriting style. These are: Ordinary flowing strokes, Strokes with a single bend,
Strokes with multiple angles
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TV The glyphs arranged in text boxes for studying the
behavior of type texture.

Ordinary flowing strokes

addossed ion nose anhedonia en
sashoon doddies heh one adon
indonesians ads noosed dissensions dodo adonidin nasions nose
nondiseased shends oh deedsdo
aides eosins densen hee en

end sissone shoshone died
Strokes with a single bend

addossed ion nose anhedonia en
sashoon doddies heh one adon
indonesians ads noosed dissensions dodo adonidin nasions nose
nondiseased shends oh deedsdo aides eosins densen hee en

end sissone shoshone died
Strokes with multiple angles

addossed ion nose anhedonia en
sashoon doddies heh one adon
indonesians ads noosed dissensions dodo adonidin nasions nose
nondiseased shends oh deedsdo aides eosins densen hee en

end sissone shoshone died
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addossed ion nose anhedonia en sashoon doddies heh one adon indonesians ads noosed
dissensions dodo adonidin nasions nose nondiseased shends oh deedsdo aides eosins densen
hee en end sissone shoshone died ha deadishness hiddenness ansae aid hi ashes on dianisidine ass hash need a nonsaneness shies
odd inaneness shoad dis aha inosine shandean
ประสา ระกะ ระราน ปา สาระ ปาก ปากกา กปร นานาประการ
กรน สาระ ประสาน ปราการ ปารานา การประปา นกกระสา กร
ปาก ระกะ นา กระสา ปะกน ประสา กราก การสาน ปราการ
addossed ion nose anhedonia en sashoon doddies
heh one adon indonesians ads noosed dissensions dodo adonidin nasions nose nondiseased
shends oh deedsdo aides eosins densen hee
en end sissone shoshone died ha deadishness
hiddenness ansae aid hi ashes on dianisidine
ass hash need a nonsaneness shies odd inaneness shoad dis aha inosine shandean ประสา
ระกะ ระราน ปา สาระ ปาก ปากกา กปร นานาประการ กรน
สาระ ประสาน ปราการ ปารานา การประปา นกกระสา กร
ปาก ระกะ นา กระสา ปะกน ประสา กราก การสาน ปราการ
addossed ion nose anhedonia en sashoon doddies
heh one adon indonesians ads noosed dissensions dodo adonidin nasions nose nondiseased
shends oh deedsdo aides eosins densen hee
en end sissone shoshone died ha deadishness
hiddenness ansae aid hi ashes on dianisidine
ass hash need a nonsaneness shies odd inaneness shoad dis aha inosine shandean ประสา
ระกะ ระราน ปา สาระ ปาก ปากกา กปร นานาประการ กรน
สาระ ประสาน ปราการ ปารานา การประปา นกกระสา กร
ปาก ระกะ นา กระสา ปะกน ประสา กราก การสาน ปราการ
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T Mixing of glyphs with diverse designs

การประสาน การประสาน
adhesion adhesion
ประสา ระกะ ระราน ปา สาระ ปาก
ปากกา กปร นานาประการ กรน สาระ
ประสาน ปราการ ปารานา การประปา
นกกระสา กร ปาก ระกะ นา กระสา
ปะกน ประสา กราก การสาน ปราการ
นรก นะ การสาน

ประสา ระกะ ระราน ปา สาระ ปาก
ปากกา กปร นานาประการ กรน สาระ
ประสาน ปราการ ปารานา การประปา
นกกระสา กร ปาก ระกะ นา กระสา
ปะกน ประสา กราก การสาน ปราการ
นรก นะ การสาน

addossed ion nose anhedonia
en sashoon doddies heh one
adon indonesians ads noosed
dissensions dodo adonidin
nasions nose nondiseased
shends oh deedsdo

addossed ion nose anhedonia
en sashoon doddies heh one
adon indonesians ads noosed
dissensions dodo adonidin
nasions nose nondiseased
shends oh deedsdo

addossed ion nose anhedonia en
sashoon doddies heh one adon indonesians ads noosed dissensions dodo
adonidin nasions nose nondiseased
shends oh deedsdo aides eosins densen
hee en end sissone shoshone died ha
deadishness hiddenness ansae aid hi
ashes on dianisidine ass hash need
a nonsaneness shies odd inaneness
shoad dis aha inosine shandean
ประสา ระกะ ระราน ปา สาระ ปาก ปากกา กปร
นานาประการ กรน สาระ ประสาน ปราการ ปารานา
การประปา นกกระสา กร ปาก ระกะ นา กระสา
ปะกน ประสา กราก การสาน ปราการ นรก นะ
การสาน กนก นก การประปา รกราก นานาประการ
ระกา ปรก นรก การประปา นกกระสา กราก ประสก
นกกระสา นานา นกกระสา กระสา นานาประการ
ประสา กส สาร ปากราก สระ นานา ปรก นกกระสา
นกกระสา กส นานา ปากราก ปะ การประปา ปะ
นานาประการ ประสา กส สาร ปากรา does so
dianisidine eddied seen hoses ashiness sans a dodonaena indonesia as
sanai nonsaneness insaneness dan
deadheaded การสานปรากสารนกกระสา
ปกการประปา นานาประการระรานปาก
สาระนกกระสา ปารานาประสานนานาประการ
กานา การประปากระสะปากกา สปส สกปรกรกสาป
กระปะกนการก ainee ions dissensions
dane hoodies ads hid doodah deedeed
nondiseased sheenies deadheaded non

addossed ion nose anhedonia en
sashoon doddies heh one adon indonesians ads noosed dissensions dodo
adonidin nasions nose nondiseased
shends oh deedsdo aides eosins
densen hee en end sissone shoshone
died ha deadishness hiddenness ansae
aid hi ashes on dianisidine ass hash
need a nonsaneness shies odd inaneness shoad dis aha inosine shandean
ประสา ระกะ ระราน ปา สาระ ปาก ปากกา กปร
นานาประการ กรน สาระ ประสาน ปราการ ปารานา
การประปา นกกระสา กร ปาก ระกะ นา กระสา
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การสาน กนก นก การประปา รกราก นานาประการ
ระกา ปรก นรก การประปา นกกระสา กราก ประสก
นกกระสา นานา นกกระสา กระสา นานาประการ
ประสา กส สาร ปากราก สระ นานา ปรก นกกระสา
นกกระสา กส นานา ปากราก ปะ การประปา ปะ
นานาประการ ประสา กส สาร ปากรา does so
dianisidine eddied seen hoses ashiness sans a dodonaena indonesia as
sanai nonsaneness insaneness dan
deadheaded การสานปรากสารนกกระสา
ปกการประปา นานาประการระรานปาก
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กระปะกนการก ainee ions dissensions
dane hoodies ads hid doodah deedeed
nondiseased sheenies deadheaded non
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T A single design picked for further development. The most
angular form was chosen
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abcdefghijklmno
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ice losses are rapidly spreading deep into the interior of
the antarctic,new analysis of satellite data shows a complete loss of the west antarctic ice sheet would drive global
sea levels up by about five metres drowning coastal cities
around the world. the current losses are doubling every decade the scientists said and sea level rise are now running at
the extreme end of projections made just a few years ago
ice losses are rapidly spreading deep into the interior of
ice losses are rapidly spreading deep into the interior of the antarctic,new analysis of satellite data shows a complete loss of the west antarctic ice sheet would
drive global sea levels up by about five metres drowning coastal cities around
the world the current losses are doubling every decade the scientists said and
sea level rise are now running at the extreme end of projections made just a few
years ago.researchers already knew that ice was being lost from west antarctica but the new work pinpoints where it is happening and how rapidly this will
enable more accurate projections to be made of sea level rises and may aid preparations for these rises in the recent past snow falling on to antarctica glaciers
balanced the ice lost as icebergs calved off into the ocean but now the glaciers
are flowing faster than snow can replenish them the expansion of the oceans
as they warm and the vast melting in greenland are the main current causes
of the rising oceans but antarctica is the biggest store of ice the east antarctic
ice sheet contains enough ice to raise sea levels by about sixty metres it had
been considered stable but research in december found even this stronghold was
showing signs of melting. ice losses are rapidly spreading deep into the interior
of the antarctic,new analysis of satellite data shows a complete loss of the west
antarctic ice sheet would drive global sea levels up by about five metres drowning
coastal cities around the world the current losses are doubling every decade the
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4
Designing
Latin glyphs
The upper and lowercase glyphs of the Latin set were completed. I
might say that this period of time provided me with a right design
“environment” as my design group had the chance to receive valuable
input and suggestions for our works from a number of experienced
typography professionals in addition to the regular help from our
supervisors. I keenly incorporated the insights gained at this juncture
into the design of my glyph sets, Latin and Thai, even while the latter
set was still missing quite a number of required letters.
Some adjustments became necessary. The character width would
need to be narrower than what I had before; given that space saving
is important in newspaper layouts. The glyphs in the complementary
sets should be allowed to evolve on their own and not be forced to
conform too rigidly to my own pre-conceived notion of what they
should look like. At the same time, they should not be straight copies
or caricatures of each other. With this design thinking, I tried to design the sets based on the scenarios of type use that I deemed appropriate for newspaper work; such as the constraints of space, narrow
columns, type at small point sizes (say, 11 points) and tight leadings.
At this point I decided to put the work on Thai glyphs on hold.
This was to prevent the impulse to copy letterforms to and fro between the two scripts which might produce caricature-like results.
Another reason had to do with the fact that I had been pre-conditioned to the rounded forms in Thai given that the rounder glyph
structure had been the staple of Thai body text in many decades past,
and I had grown up along with it. So this could be a cultural bias that
might affect my design judgment.

U Lowercase glyphs were added to complete the set
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baggageman been bedeman deb endamebae be an
bemeaned babe pen dame
pep gamma beeheaded
he bandman amang bad
anna badgemen beheaded med me behen edema
mama a phane mane gage
phagedaena an bandannaed an bee bandanaed
enddamaged gagman
dab gadded dampened
damp namda gage hee
endamaged a engaged
pannam penna badman
pen em ahem benamed
deadheaded bemadamed
deemed enddamage be
bead gap heap be ap-

adbpqeghnm

baggageman been bedeman deb endamebae be an
bemeaned babe pen dame
pep gamma beeheaded
he bandman amang bad
anna badgemen beheaded med me behen edema
mama a phane mane gage
phagedaena an bandannaed an bee bandanaed
enddamaged gagman
dab gadded dampened
damp namda gage hee
endamaged a engaged
pannam penna badman
pen em ahem benamed
deadheaded bemadamed
deemed enddamage be
bead gap heap be appa-

adbpqeghnm

baggageman been bedeman deb
endamebae be an bemeaned babe
pen dame pep gamma beeheaded he bandman amang bad anna
badgemen beheaded med me behen
edema mama a phane mane gage
phagedaena an bandannaed an bee
bandanaed enddamaged gagman
dab gadded dampened damp namda
gage hee endamaged a engaged
pannam penna badman pen em
ahem benamed deadheaded bemadamed deemed enddamage be
bead gap heap be appanage heaped
bagge name headend aah bandman ghana mend apanage heh
pennae pendn amp enage an pang
pane depend damp egg hand pea
maned pagan beheaded empen-

adbpqeghnm
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Hamburgefonstiv
Hamburgefonstiv
Hamburgefonstiv
Hamburgefonstiv
Hamburgefonstiv

S Development of my design seemed to have stagnated.
This could have been because I was led astray with the
tendency to dwell on irrelevant details. The most meaningful
development here was the shortening of the extenders which
should enable the fitting of type where its leading is tight.
U Shaping of my design to match situation of use, in particular on attributes of proportions, height, width, and point
size. Suggestions from my colleagues were incorporated in
the work.
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ABCDEFGHIJK
LMNOPQRST
UVWXYZ
abcdefghijkl
mnopqrstuvw
xyz
h”h.h,h:h;h?h!
adhesion
HORGES
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T Sketches of the characters obtained from tracing their
outlines from scans of old newspapers and fill them with
black.
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Nuclear power doesn’t stack up without a carbon price, industry group says

5pt

Nuclear could provide cheap energy but would only be competitive with gas and
coal if carbon pollution is priced, nuclear association says

t

Australia would need to adopt a carbon price for nuclear power to be economically viable, a peak lobby group for the sector says, as it welcomes a push by
the Nationals for a fresh Senate inquiry into the idea.
The Australian Nuclear Association, which advocates for nuclear science and
technology, said nuclear power could provide cheap, reliable, carbon-free
energy in Australia, but it would only be cost competitive with gas and coal
generation if pollution was priced.
Nuclear power becomes cheaper than wind or solar power generation the
more the electricity sector switches to carbon-free generation, according to
the ANA’s analysis, with the cost of reactors about half what they were a
decade ago.

|date: 14 June 2019 20:00
S Trial for type texture examination. The composition
emulated an actual page of the Guardian newspaper.
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การประสาน
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ก

กกก

ปากบอนนอนนก
ปากบอนนอนนก
ปากบอนนอนนก

กบ กบ
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5
Designing Thai glyphs
It was now the time to return to the partial set of Thai glyphs that I
had left off previously. I still needed to design more glyphs so as to
complete the set. After carefully examining the developments I had in
hand, I concluded that the way forward was to complete the set using
the roundish forms. As it was the time of school recess, I would have
some time to test my glyph outlines on a target group of native Thai
readers. I could submit my designs for the opinions of my acquaintances back in Thailand who are outside the type design circles, who
are regular readers of Thai newspapers and representing various
age groups. From the responses to my “questionnaire” I managed to
obtain some relevant insights for my design effort. The respondents
indicated as their first and foremost preference the need for readable
and legible letterforms. From this point on, I was able to develop
more required glyphs to eventually complete my Thai set. I also
experimented with reducing the stroke contrast, in some cases paring
it down to monoline stems. Unfortunately, school re-opened before I
had the chance to conduct more reading tests on the completed glyph
set.
An example featured in the questionnaire I submitted for the
opinions of my test readers had to do with the shaping of the Thai
character Kor Kai. Apart from being the first letter of the Thai alphabet, Kor Kai contains the skeletal frame to be used in designing nine
more Thai characters out of the total 44 of the script.

U Resumed work on the development of my Thai fonts
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S Hand-drawn glyphs from my early work sessions, selected
for development
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S The questionnaire submitted for responses from Thai readers.
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ปากบอน นอนนก ฐานะ บอส อาภา สาก อนาถ บานกบ กานา ถา
นานา อากานา บบส อนาถา นอบนบ อบ นอ อาสา นาน ปะปน
ปากบอน กก ปะปน อากานา สาก ถาก ปะปน สถาปนา ปากบอน
ปากบอน ปะกน บานกบ ถาน บอส นานา นานา กสอ ปาฐกถา ถาน
บนบาน ปาน นา นาก ฐานะ ปากกบ ปน สภ ปาน ปากบอน นานา
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นานา อากานา บบส อนาถา นอบนบ อบ นอ อาสา นาน ปะปน
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ปากบอน นอนนก ฐานะ บอส อาภา สาก อนาถ บานกบ กานา
ถา นานา อากานา บบส อนาถา นอบนบ อบ นอ อาสา นาน
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Q: Which beak is the best for our “ก“ ?
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ปะปน ออก อาสา นบนอบ สถาปนา
สถานะ กนก อาสา นานา ออกา บนบาน
กปอ ปะปน บาส อาภาส อนาถา บอน
บาส กา อาสา ปก สนน สถาปนา ถก
บบส ปะปน บอน สภ ออกา ออกา
อาภาส นอบนบ บอก สาบาน นอนนก
12/13pt

ปะปน ออก อาสา นบนอบ สถาปนา สถานะ กนก อาสา นานา ออกา
บนบาน กปอ ปะปน บาส อาภาส อนาถา บอน บาส กา อาสา ปก
สนน สถาปนา ถก บบส ปะปน บอน สภ ออกา ออกา อาภาส
นอบนบ บอก สาบาน นอนนก ออ อนาถ นอกถนน ปาฐกถา
ปากกบ อา อานน ปะปน สถาปนา ฐานะ ปากกบ กานา สถานะ
ออกา อากานา ภา ออก ถก อากานา สาน นานา ปากบอน ภาส บาน
ปาฐกถา ปะ ปอ สถาน นภา สถาปนา บนบาน บก สนน ปก นอนนก
กานา อาสา กนอ กปภ สบ ฐานะ นา อาภาส บานกบ ออกา สบถ
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ประกาศรับ ดัดตน ภรรยา การปรับอากาศ สายสะพาย ระบายอากาศ การ
รับประกัน ปกปั กรักษา กรอบ คันศร ปอย กลอย ลักลอบ ผา ผก ปลอด
คน ลาภลอย กราฟ บัดดล พรรครัฐบาล ลดา พบปะ คอพับ การก นักษัตร
ปาฐก ตะกรับ ยกระดับ พัตร พัดพา บรอนสัน บรรยากาศ ปะปน ผล กสส
การลดราคา คปอส ประสพ ศอ รน ปลา กลัด รับสภาพ ภาระ บานพับ
การรักษาการ สถานกักกัน กรด นายกฯ กอบ พสก ลออ ศธ การสลัด ผล
ประกอบการ พระประธาน นอกกาย กาน การกลบ คาถาพัน อัธยาศัย

ประกาศรับ ดัดตน ภรรยา การปรับอากาศ สายสะพาย ระบาย
อากาศ การรับประกัน ปกปั กรักษา กรอบ คันศร ปอย กลอย
ลักลอบ ผา ผก ปลอดคน ลาภลอย กราฟ บัดดล พรรครัฐบาล ลดา
พบปะ คอพับ การก นักษัตรปาฐก ตะกรับ ยกระดับ พัตร พัดพา บร
อนสัน บรรยากาศ ปะปน ผล กสส การลดราคา คปอส ประสพ ศอ
รน ปลา กลัด รับสภาพ ภาระ บานพับ การรักษาการ สถานกักกัน
กรด นายกฯ กอบ พสก ลออ ศธ การสลัด ผลประกอบการ พระ
ประธาน นอกกาย กาน การกลบ คาถาพัน อัธยาศัย รักษาพยาบาล

ประกาศรับ ดัดตน ภรรยา การปรับ
อากาศ สายสะพาย ระบายอากาศ การ
รับประกัน ปกปั กรักษา กรอบ คันศร
ปอย กลอย ลักลอบ ผา ผก ปลอดคน
ลาภลอย กราฟ บัดดล พรรครัฐบาล
ลดา พบปะ คอพับ การก นักษัตรปาฐก

บปอ ฐ กถภ นส ะา
กถฤฤๅภฦฦฎฏ สล คศฅตด บษปพฟฬ ผฝย อฮ ฐรธ ษัะฯ๚

ในปี ค.ศ. ๑๘๙๗ เครื่องกลชนิดหนึ่งได้ถกู เผยแพร่ในอังกฤษ เครื่องนีช้ าว
อเมริกนั ชื่อ ทอลเบิรต์ แลงส์ตนั ได้ประดิษฐ์ขนึ้ โดยดัดแปลงให้ทนั สมัยขึน้
กว่าเดิม สามารถตัดแยกตัวพิมพ์แต่ละตัว จากแถวยาวของตะกัว่ เย็นได้
โดยการบังคับของกระดาษริบนิ้ ซึ่งถูกเจาะเป็ นรู ต่อมาแลงส์ตนั และนาย
ช่างใหญ่ จอน เซ็ลเลอร์ส บาโนรอฟท์ ได้คลีค่ ลายเครื่องแบบใหม่ขนึ้
ส �าหรับการหล่อ และการประกอบ ขยับเขยือ่ น และวัดแถวตัวพิมพ์ เครื่อง
ได้ถกู ปรับปรุ งจนเป็ นเครื่องโมโนไทป์ อนั ทันสมัย

ในปี ค.ศ. ๑๘๙๗ เครื่องกลชนิดหนึ่งได้ถกู เผยแพร่ในอังกฤษ เครื่อง
นีช้ าวอเมริกนั ชื่อ ทอลเบิรต์ แลงส์ตนั ได้ประดิษฐ์ขนึ้ โดยดัดแปลง
ให้ทนั สมัยขึน้ กว่าเดิม สามารถตัดแยกตัวพิมพ์แต่ละตัว จากแถว
ยาวของตะกัว่ เย็นได้ โดยการบังคับของกระดาษริบนิ้ ซึ่งถูกเจาะเป็ น
รู ต่อมาแลงส์ตนั และนายช่างใหญ่ จอน เซ็ลเลอร์ส บาโนรอฟท์ ได้
คลีค่ ลายเครื่องแบบใหม่ขนึ้ ส �าหรับการหล่อ และการประกอบ ขยับ
เขยือ่ น และวัดแถวตัวพิมพ์ เครื่องได้ถกู ปรับปรุ งจนเป็ นเครื่องโมโน
ไทป์ อนั ทันสมัย

ในปี ค.ศ. ๑๘๙๗ เครื่องกลชนิดหนึ่งได้
ถูกเผยแพร่ในอังกฤษ เครื่องนีช้ าว
อเมริกนั ชื่อ ทอลเบิรต์ แลงส์ตนั ได้
ประดิษฐ์ขนึ้ โดยดัดแปลงให้ทนั สมัยขึน้
กว่าเดิม สามารถตัดแยกตัวพิมพ์แต่ละ
ตัว จากแถวยาวของตะกัว่ เย็นได้ โดยการ

บปอ ฐ กถภ นส ะา กถฤฤๅภฦฦฎฏ สล คศฅตด บษปพฟฬ ผฝย
อฮ ฐรธ ษัะฯ๚ อะ อับัปั อา อ �าบ �าป� า ฤาฦา เอ แอ โอ ไอ ใอ
๐๑๒๓๔๕๖๗๘๙ ๒ๆต ๘บ็ ๗บ๊ต ๐๏ ๑๖๛
บับ �บ็บบ์  บิบีบบึ ื บ่บ้บบ๊ ๋ ปั ป�ป็ป์ ปิ ปีปึปื ป่ ป้ป๊ป๋
บ ํ่บ บ ํ๊บ ํ๋บบ์ � ็ � บิ่บบิ้ บิ๊ บิ๋ บ์ิ ็ิ บี่บบ
ี้ บ
ี๊ บ
ี๋ บ
ี ์ ี ็ บึ่บบึ้ บึ๊ บึ๋ บ์ึ ็ึ บื่บบื้ บื๊ บื๋ บ์ื ็ื
ปํ่ ปํ้ปํ๊ปํ๋ป์ � ป�็ ปิ่ ปิ้ ปิ๊ปิ๋ปิ์ปิ็ ปี่ ปี้ ปี๊ปี๋ป์ี ป็ี ปึ่ ปึ้ ปึ๊ ปึ๋ ปึ์ ปึ็ ปื่ ปื้ ปื๊ปื๋ป์ื ป็ื
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S Development of Thai glyphs including consonants, vowels,
tone marks, numerals and symbols. On the left, typesetting
with an incomplete glyph set; on the right the same passage
with complete glyph set. The example on the right is one that
truly reflects the resulting texture of a type composition.
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บปอ ฐ กถภ นส ะา
กถภนกถฤฤๅภฦฦฎฏ ว
ชี้้อู� ฏั
ู ั ป๒
ซีีกััลชี้้ค� รงปีี หลััง
ขานรัับคุุณหญิิงปัั ทมา
บปอ ฐ กถภ นส ะา
กถภนกถฤฤๅภฦฦฎฏ ว
ชี้้อูู� ฏั ั ปใ๒
� �งปีี หลััง
ซีีกััลชี้้ครึึึ
ขานรัับคุุณหญิิงปัั ทมา
S Exercise in reducing contrast on the body type in order to
create monoline letterforms for use as a caption font.
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S Appearance of trial typesetting of a news story based on
actual newspaper type dimensions (shown at scale 3:5)
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Posttoday

Thairath_01

Thairath_02
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S Outlines obtained from tracings of scanned type which
were then filled with black
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T Sketches of the characters obtained from tracing their
outlines from scans of old newspapers and fill them with
black.
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Louis Aragon:
Le Paysan de Paris
“มนุษย์มไิ ด้บูชาเทพเจ้าบนทีสู่ งอีกต่อไป
(…) จิตวิญญาณแห่งศาสนาร่วงลงสูพ
่ ้นื

้
สถิตในท่ามกลางฝุ่นควันและทอดทิงแดน
สักการะ หากยังมีอกี สถานทีที่ ยั่ งคงรุ ง่ เรือง
ด้วยมวลมนุษย์ เป็ นสถานทีที่ ผู่ ้คนต่างมุง่
่
่ ำ�ลัง
ค้นหาหนทางลึกลับ ทีซึ่ งศาสนาหนึ
งก
ก่อตัวขึ้นอย่างช้าๆ”
หากอ่าน Le Paysan de Paris หรือ Paris
Peasant ด้วยแว่นตาวิชาการก็จะพบว่า
หนังสือเล่มดังกล่าวของ Aragon มีความ
่
เชือมโยงโดยตรงกั
บ Das Passagen-Werk
่ ากันว่า Banjaหรือ Arcades Project ทีเล่
min อ่านไปได้ไม่กหน้
ี ่ าก็ตอ้ งวางลง
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6
Matchmaking
Now came the time to mix the glyphs of the two scripts in a type
composition. I could see that their constructions did not blend well;
the visual complementarity between the scripts was inadequate.
While the Latin letters appeared angular pretty much like having
been drawn up with a broad-nibbed pen, the Thai script looked
roundish and graceful like handwriting made with a sharp-nibbed
pen. The scripts gave the impression that they had been drawn by
different hands. So the task for me was to re-render the scripts so as
to obtain an improved visual harmony between them.
But which design direction should I start off with? Should I
morph the angular Latin glyphs towards the more rounded Thai
letters — or vice versa? In the end, I chose to do it both ways paying
particular attention to remedying any inadequacies or incongruities
on the glyphs of both scripts. I believed this approach should help to
move my design forward in a most efficient way.
Computer print-outs of the scripts were made. After a session of
consultation and visual appraisals with my supervisors, I concluded
that the type attributes that would need a measure of rationalization
between the two scripts comprised the following:
1. Glyph proportions:
These include glyph height and width. In a mix of scripts, the
construction of the Thai letters would appear much smaller than the
Latin glyphs. Given that the proportions of the Latin glyphs had already been determined through the trial and error stage, I therefore
chose to reshape the Thai glyphs on a larger scale.
2. Glyph contrast:
Strokes of the Thai glyphs appeared to have higher contrast (or
more variation in thick and thin of the stems) while those of the
Latin letters, a lesser degree of contrast. Given that the Latin glyphs
had already been tested for this attribute, I chose to adjust the stem
thickness of the Thai letters in order to reduce contrast.
3. Glyph construction and detailing:
A popular tenet in the type design profession says that the conU Designs of the scripts side by side. Discrepencies in their forms were very apparent.
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struction of a glyph would dictate the fitting
of its detailing. I am of the opinion that any
detailing on a glyph ought to be such that it is
done not
decoration,20190829
but for helping to
Font:just forEST_TH_CT-high
Esadtype text - extenders
enhance the construction
of that glyph. This
concept implies the enhancement of legibility.
Where a font (its glyphs) is cast at small sizes,
any detailing on a glyph would become irrelevant, or unnoticeable, unless it is specifically
there to help define the glyph structure. Based
on this reasoning, I proceeded to remove all
except structurally important details from each
glyph. Angularity of the contours was reduced
on the Latin glyphs while the opposite — more
angular strokes — was rendered on the Thai
letters. The purpose of this design stage was
to emphasize the structural elements of both
scripts.

Weight:

Regular

“Two men look out through the same bars;
One sees the mud, and one the stars.”
-Frederick Longbridge
“Two men look out through the same bars;
One sees the mud, and one the stars.”
-Frederick Longbridge
“Two men look out through the same bars;
One sees the mud, and one the stars.”
-Frederick Longbridge

By now, the glyphs of both scripts had been
nudged until a satisfactory degree of visual
complementarity between them was achieved.
I named this initial style “Roman”.

“Two men look out through the same bars;
One sees the mud, and one the stars.”
-Frederick Longbridge
“Two men look out through the same bars;
One sees the mud, and one the stars.”
-Frederick Longbridge
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T Size of Thai glyphs increased by elongating them upwards,
which resulted in letterforms with lanky verticals.

Date:

27/09/2019

memo:

Re- Height

thai-contrast 20190829

่
สองคนยลตามช่อง คนหนึงมองเห็
นโคลนตม อีกคนตา
แหลมคม มองเห็นดาวอยูพ่ ราวพราย
-ฟ.ฮีแลร์-แปล
thai-contrast_height+14em

่
สองคนยลตามช่อง คนหนึงมองเห็
นโคลนตม อีกคนตา
แหลมคม มองเห็นดาวอยูพ่ ราวพราย
-ฟ.ฮีแลร์-แปล
thai-contrast_height+24em

่
นโคลนตม อีกคนตา
สองคนยลตามช่อง คนหนึงมองเห็
แหลมคม มองเห็นดาวอยูพ่ ราวพราย
-ฟ.ฮีแลร์-แปล
thai-contrast_height+34em

ึ่
น็ โคลนตม อกี คนตา
สองคนยลตามชอ่ ง คนหนงมองเห
แหลมคม มองเหน็ ดาวอยูพ่ ราวพราย
-ฟ.ฮแี ลร-์ แปล
thai-contrast_height+44em

ึ่
สองคนยลตามชอ่ ง คนหนงมองเห
น็ โคลนตม อกี คนตา
แหลมคม มองเหน็ ดาวอยูพ่ ราวพราย
-ฟ.ฮแี ลร-์ แปล
5
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T Starting with the Latin script, the contrast on glyph
strokes was reduced along with some fine tuning of their
structures. The Thai script then underwent similar treatment. I chose to reshape the counter spaces on the Thai
glyphs by making them a tad more angular in order to better
match the corners on the Latin serifs.

Font:

Thai-Latin

Weight:

Da

Hamburgefonstiv บน
Hamburgefonstiv บน
Hamburgefonstiv บน
Hamburgefonstiv บน
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Date:

10/10/2019

memo:

tiv บนหอกลางฐานจตุรัส
tiv บนหอกลางฐานจตุรสั
tiv บนหอกลางฐานจตุรสั
tiv บนหอกลางฐานจตุรสั

4
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ก ก
ก ก ก
ก ก
ก
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7
Development
I then turned to the task of creating font families through weight
graduation. Work at this stage included the typical weight graduation,
size-specific adjustment, and purpose-specific sorting. The latter
activity involved checking out which styles were to be optimized for
specific typographic roles or for different uses.
Based on my previous appraisal for a sufficient number of styles
for newspaper use, I settled on having 3 variants which were to be
derived from common glyph skeletons; Roman, Caption and Micro.
And then produce 5 different styles named as follows; Titling, Text,
Italic, Caption and Micro.
For this step, I tried to manage the weight increases in a consistent manner across all of the glyphs in a variant. By doing so, I
expected the finished variants to retain their visual complementarity
regardless of the changes in stem thickness. (Note that the weight
scaling was carried out only after the glyphs of both scripts had all
been rationalized for visual complementarity.)
1) Roman
A variant with thick and thin contrast, consisting of serif Latin glyphs
for pairing with Thai characters with the terminal loop. It is intended
as the main voice of the entire family. I used this variant to create the
following:
1.1 Titling
For both of the scripts, certain characters in the larger fonts are
compressed to lie entirely within the x height in order to avoid
cluttering up the space above the line.
1.2 Text
Glyphs for the text font are not compressed; their initial proportions are retained.
1.3 Italic
Derived from the Text style, it is intended for setting within the
Text texture.
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Titling

Ahgกฐี้้ปุ� ไุ
Text

Ahgกฐี้้ปุ
� ไุ
Ahgกฐี้้ปุ� ไุ
Ahgกฐี้้ปุ� ไุ
Ahgกฐี้้ปุุ� ไ
Caption

Ahgกฐี้้ ปุุ� ไ
Ahgกฐี้้ �ปุุไ
Ahgกฐี้้ �ปุุไ
Ahgกฐี้้ปุ
� ไุ
Micro

Ahgกฐี้้�ปุุไ
Family plan 20200107 16:56 Sirin Gunkloy EsadType18-20

Italic

Ahgกฐี้้�ปุุไ
Ahgกฐี้้�ปุุไ
Ahgกฐี้้�ปุุไ
Ahgกฐี้้�ปุุไ
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2) Caption
The caption is a derivative of the Roman skeleton – similar to the
Micro - having its features like thick-and-thin stems replaced by
monoline strokes, and the glyphs made a tad wider. My preliminary
design intention was to assign serif Latin glyphs for pairing with Thai
with-loop letters. But after some tests with the variant set at 8 points,
it became clear that Thai loopless letters would be more fitting.
3) Micro
Derived from the skeleton of Roman that existed in The Caption, it
has wide proportions and strong features for visibility at small sizes.
The Micro font features sans serif Latin letterforms and ‘loopless’
Thai characters.
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Further References
Typefaces
Latin

• The Guardian Collection
(By Paul Barnes and Christian
Schwartz, Commercial Type)
• The Guardian Headline and
Titlepiece fonts(By Paul Barnes
and Tim Ripper, Commercial
Type)
• Minion Pro (By Robert Slimbach, Adobe Originals)
• Swift (By Gerard Unger)
• Charter (By Matthew Carter)
• Electra (By W.A. Dwiggins,
Linotype)
• Rocky (By Carter & Cone,
TypeNetwork)
• Freight Micro Pro (By GarageFont Design & Joshua Darden,
GarageFonts)
• Hobo (By Morris Fuller Benton, American Type Founders)
• Spectral (By Jean-Baptiste
Levee, Production Type)
Thai

• Adobe Thai (by Fiona Ross,
John Hudson, Robert Slimbach
and Tim Holloway. Adobe
Originals)
• Phynong, Chorong Kim,
EsadType
• AngsanaUPC
• Thonburi
• BrowalliaUPC
• CordiaUPC

• CmPrasanmit
• JS Jukaphan
• EAC Chuenpim
• JS Synjai
• Sarabun
• DB Pongmai
• DB Zair X
• DB Pongrong
• JS-Kobiri Allcaps
• Sukhumvit
• Dindan Mai
• Adelle Sans Thai
• Athiti
• Kanteera

Newspapers
French

• Le Figaro
• Le Monde
• La Croix
• Le Monde diplomatique
• Ouest France
• Libération
German

• Die Zeit
Spanish
• El País
• El Comercio
English
• The Guardian
• The Times
• The New York Times
• Bangkok Post
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Books

English
Designing News, Francesco Franchi, Berlin, Gestalten, 2013.
Designing Type, Karen Cheng, North America, Yale University
Press, 2005.
Non-Latin scripts from metal to digital type, Fiona Ross and
Graham Shaw, London, St Bride Foundation, 2012.
Size-specific adjustments to type designs, Tim Ahrens and
Shoko Mugikura, Munich, Just Another Foundry, 2014.
Specimen Book of Monotype Printing Types, Volume 3, London,
Monotype Corporation, 1960s.
The stroke theory of writing, Gerrit Noordzij, The Hague, Uitgeverij de Buitenkant, 2019.
The Elements of Typography, Robert Bringhurst, Vancouver,
Hartley & Marks Publishers, 2016.
The Geometry of Type, Stephen Cole, London, Thames & Hudson, 2014.
The Politics of Design A (Not So) Global Manual for Visual
Communication, Ruben Pater, Amsterdam, BIS Publishers, 2018.
Thai
๑ ศตวรรษหนังสือพิมพ์ไทย, เสลา เรขะรุจ,ิ กรุงเทพฯ, ส ำ�นักพิมพ์ดอกหญ้า, พ.ศ
.2537.
คูม่ ือการสอนเขียนอักษรไทย เขียนอักษรไทยอย่างไรดี, ส ำ�นักงานคณะกรรมการ
ประถมศึกษาแห่งชาติ กระทรวงศึกษาธิการ, โรงพิมพ์คุรุสภาลาดพร้าว, พ.ศ. 2535.
บันทึกบรรยาย ๑๐๑010, คัดสรร ดีมาก, กรุงเทพฯ, คัดสรร ดีมาก, พ.ศ.2558.
บันทึกบรรยาย ชนิด-หน้าตา-เผชิญหน้า-อักษร, คัดสรร ดีมาก และ กะทัดรัด,
กรุงเทพฯ, คัดสรร ดีมาก, พ.ศ.2559.
ลายสือไทย ๗๐๐ ปี , ก ำ�ธร สถิรกุล, กรุงเทพฯ, โรงพิมพ์คุรุสภาลาดพร้าว, พ.ศ
.2526.
มาตรฐานโครงสร้างตัวอักษรไทย ฉบับราชบัณฑิตยสถาน, กรุงเทพฯ,
ราชบัณฑิตยสถาน, พ.ศ.2540.
สยามพิมพการ: ประวัตศิ าสตร ์การพิมพ์ในประเทศไทย, คณะท ำ�งานประวัตกิ ารพิมพ์
ในประเทศไทย, กรุงเทพฯ, ส ำ�นักพิมพ์มติชน, พ.ศ.2549.
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